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ABSTRACT
ENHANCED DETECTION STRATEGIES ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH METAL
BINDING AND MINIATURE MASS SPECTROMETRY
FEBRUARY 2013
ADAM GRAICHEN
B.Sc., MESSIAH COLLEGE
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Richard W. Vachet, Ph. D.

A multiplexed method for performing MS/MS on multiple ions simultaneously in a
miniature rectilinear ion trap (RIT) mass spectrometer has been developed. This method
uses an ion encoding procedure that relies on the mass bias that exists when ions are
externally injected into an RIT operated with only a single phase RF applied to one pair
of electrodes. The ion injection profile under such conditions ions is Gaussian-like over a
wide range of RF amplitudes, or low mass cutoff (LMCO) values, during ion
accumulation. We show that this distribution is related to ion m/z and is likely caused by
ions having an optimal range of pseudo-potential well depths for efficient trapping.
Based on this observation, precursor ion intensity changes between two different
injection LMCO values can be predicted, and these ion intensity changes are found to be
carried through to their corresponding product ions, enabling multiplexed MS/MS spectra
to be deconvoluted.
The gas-phase reactions of a series of coordinatively unsaturated [Ni(L)n]y+
complexes, where L is a nitrogen-containing ligand, with chemical warfare agent (CWA)
simulants in a miniature rectilinear ion trap mass spectrometer were investigated as part

viii

of a new approach to detect CWA. Results show that the metal complex ions can react
with low concentrations of several CWA simulants, including dipropyl sulfide (simulant
for mustard gas), acetonitrile (simulant for the nerve agent tabun), and diethyl phosphite
(simulant for nerve agents sarin, soman, tabun, and VX), thereby providing a sensitive
means of detecting these compounds.

The [Ni(L)n]2+ complexes are found to be

particularly reactive with the simulants of mustard gas and tabun, allowing their detection
at low parts-per-billion (ppb) levels. These detection limits are well below the median
lethal doses for these CWAs, which indicates the applicability of this new approach, and
are about two orders of magnitude lower than electron ionization detection limits on the
same mass spectrometer.

The use of coordinatively unsaturated metal complexes as

reagent ions offers the possibility of further tuning the ion-molecule chemistry so that
desired compounds can be detected selectively or at even lower concentrations.
Mass spectrometry has become a tool for studying noncovalently bound
complexes. Specifically, electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) has found
increasing use for the determination of affinity (Ka) or dissociation (Kd) constants. Direct
measurement of the equilibrium components by ESI-MS is the most straightforward
approach for determining binding equilibrium constants, but this approach is prone to
error and has some inherent limitations. Transferring complexes from solution to the gas
phase may perturb the equilibrium concentrations and/or different ionization efficiencies
may cause the resulting ion signals not to reflect actual solution concentrations.
Furthermore, ESI only works under a limited range of solvent conditions (i.e. low ionic
strengths), which limits the broad applicability of this approach.

We propose an

approach based on covalent labeling in the context of metal-catalyzed oxidation (MCO)

ix

reactions that, when combined with MS, overcomes such limitations when determining
metal-ligand binding constants.

The MCO-MS approach will provide concurrent

information regarding metal binding site and metal-protein binding affinity.
Optimization of the MCO reaction through isotopic mass tags will permit enhanced
identification of modified residues. Application of this method to study the affinity and
binding interactions of other divalent metals with β2m are likely to provide insight into
the specificity of copper for causing β2m amyloid formation.

x
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Miniaturized mass spectrometry
The growing interest in miniaturized mass spectrometers has increased as they
have found application in a multitude of environments. High quality in situ analysis is
the main driving factor for development of these portable devices. Applications include
monitoring public safety areas,1 detecting chemical warfare agents (CWA) in battlefield
situations,2,3 analyzing harsh environmental conditions,4,5 ensuring industrial quality
control,6 and even screening in medicine.7 The choice of mass spectrometry (MS) as a
technique is often due to its high specificity, sensitivity, and speed for the detection of a
wide range of chemical and biological compounds. Although it is often a challenge to
miniaturize an entire mass spectrometer system, as opposed to solely the mass analyzer,
there have been numerous examples of success in this area while at the same time
retaining many of the existing advantages experienced with bench top mass
spectrometers (Table 1.1).

1

Table 1.1 Currently available portable mass spectrometry systems
Systems

Mini10/
Mini 11

Chem
CubeTM

Guardion7TM

Suitcase
TOF

Griffin
600TM

Ioncamera

Palmportable

HAPSITE®

Developer

Purdue
University
(1,8)

Microsaic
Systems
(9)

Torion
Technologies
(10)

Johns
Hopkins
Applied
Physics
Lab (11)

Griffin
Analytical
Technologies
(12)

OI
Analytical
(13)

Samyan
Chemical
Co. (14)

Inficon (15)

Weight

10 kg/4 kg

14 kg

11 kg

N/A

15 kg

18 kg

1.5 kg

18 kg

Power

70 W/ 30 W

50 W

75 W

N/A

N/A

75 W

5W

<150 W

Mass
Analyzer

RIT

QMF

Toroidal ion
trap

TOF

CIT

MattauchHerzog
sector

CIT

QIT

MS/MS

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Sampling/
ionization

MIMS,
direct leak,
GDEI,
APCI, ESI,
DESI, LTP

SPME,
EI

SPME, mini
GCEI

MALDI

SPME,
MIMS, EI

Direct gas
leak EI

Pulsed gas
leak EI

GCEI

Mass
range/
resolution

m/z 700,
R=700;
m/z 1500,
R=750

m/z 600,
R=400

m/z 500,
R=500

m/z 70,000,
R=70

m/z 425,
R=400

m/z 300,
R=300

m/z 300,
R=150

m/z 300,
R = 300

The reduction in size that can be achieved for different mass analyzers greatly
influences the design and performance of the resulting mass spectrometers. Often the
selection of the miniature mass analyzer arises from the impact it has on mass analysis,
the vacuum system, the control system, and the capability to perform tandem mass
spectrometry (MS/MS).

Striking a balance between the advantages afforded from

miniaturization with the resulting performance of the mass analyzer is critical in the
development of an analytically useful system. For example, significantly shrinking a
time-of-flight (TOF) or double-focusing sector mass analyzer from ≥1 m to ≤10 cm
decreases the total instrument size and theoretically should allow it to operate at a higher
pressure; however, mass resolution inevitably degrades. With ion trap mass analyzers,
the required RF voltage needed to scan to a given m/z value is lowered quadratically as
the size of the analyzer is decreased, allowing the use of a much smaller RF coil and
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much lower power; indeed, the required power is lowered quartically. However, a lower
RF voltage decreases the trapping potential well depth leading to lower ion capacities and
ultimately to less efficient trapping as well as poorer mass resolution. Low trapping
efficiency has been addressed by the use of parallel arrays of small-sized identical
cylindrical ion trap (CIT) mass analyzers to increase trapping volume.16

A xenon

spectrum was acquired with an array of 256 CITs of r0 = 20 µm using an RF amplitude of
less than 90 V0-p.17

To maintain necessary pressures within the vacuum chamber,

miniature systems generally utilize two- and four-stage diaphragm pumps instead of the
rotary vane pumps commonly used for lab-scale mass spectrometers. However, some
portable designs have even removed the rough pump to further reduce weight and power
requirements. Once pumped down, the rough pump can be detached from the instrument
and the vacuum further maintained by a light, low-power ion pump while in the field.
Although this approach has lead to the development of a transportable mass spectrometer
using ion cyclotron resonance (ICR),18 a quadrupole mass filter (QMF),15 and a palm
portable ion trap mass spectrometer,14 these systems are not really self-sustainable and
there are numerous limitations on sample introduction.
The ease of new fabrication techniques such as microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS),19,20 laser machining,21 stereolithography (SLA),22,23 and low-temperature
cofired ceramics (LTCC)24 have already replaced traditional precision machining to
fabricate mass analyzers of all types including Wien filters,25,26 traveling-wave
analyzers,27 TOFs,28 QMFs,29 and ion traps.17,30,31 These techniques permit analyzers
with complex configurations to be to attained at the micrometer scale. As the field of
miniature MS instrumentation matures, new instrumentation is likely to be developed that

3

satisfies the diverse needs in performance, affordability, and the feasibility to solve
problems in new environments with simplified operating procedures.

1.1.1 Separation techniques for miniature MS systems
One of the shortcomings for enhanced, portable, in situ analyses is sample
collection, extraction, pre-separation, or other special treatments that are needed and are
dependent on the sample being analyzed.32 This weakness is particularly evident in
complex mixtures where more detailed or further structural information is desired. To
overcome the ambiguity and difficulty in the analysis of complex mixtures, a common
practice is to couple MS with various separation techniques. For instance, there has been
much effort recently in coupling scaled-down gas chromatographs (GC) with portable
MS systems.2,3,10,33

Shortt and co-workers developed miniaturized GC-MS

instrumentation to identify and quantify the chemical compounds present in complex
mixtures of gases.3

They achieve successful separation and positive identification

(through fragmentation patterns) of the 6 compounds present in their mixture. However,
the elution time was lengthy at over 23 minutes and in some instances there was some
temporal overlap of peaks. Furthermore, the requirement for He gas, the complexity of
added front-end GC components, and the specific analysis of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) restricts the true portability and universal detection abilities of this system. A
more inclusive design incorporating a low thermal mass GC and miniature toroidal ion
trap mass analyzer (TMS) is representative of a true portable and field ready instrument.10
The entire system is a stand-alone instrument that can be operated without an external
power source, computer, and carrier gas. Disposable He cartridges and non-rechargeable
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batteries allow between 50-100 consecutive analyses before replacement.

Although

physically more field portable, the GC temperature program is quite rapid and separation
of a 26 component volatile halocarbon compound mixture is accomplished in 60 seconds.
This short analysis time inhibits tandem MS data from being collected for many of the
species. Identification may then become challenging especially as this system relies on a
preloaded internal library of target compounds for which TMS spectra are matched for
positive identification.

Numerous injections/analyses may be required to obtain the

information needed to truly identify all mixture components.

Another approach to

accomplish portable chromatography is based upon the use of paper.

Paper

chromatography is an established technique in chemical analysis for separating
mixtures.34 Paper spray (PS) using chromatography paper simplifies the coupling of a
separation technique with MS analysis and has been shown to be readily performed on a
miniature mass spectrometer.35 Initial studies have shown that simplified mixtures can be
separated on a paper medium and subsequently analyzed with MS by cutting pieces from
different regions of the paper.35 Furthermore, paper-based microfluidic devices have
recently been developed36-38 that distribute small sample volumes from single inlet points
into arrays of detection zones without the need for external pumps or extensive solvents.
These microfluidic platforms may allow more complex separations to occur while paper
spray ionization could allow direct coupling with miniature MS instruments. However,
this approach is in its infant stages and much work will be required to create a robust and
comprehensive system.
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1.2 Chemical warfare agent detection
Chemical warfare agents are one of several increasingly investigated classes of
analyte molecules on miniaturized MS systems. Many nerve agents first appeared in the
mid 1900s during wartime efforts to create substances that could be used to injure,
incapacitate, or even kill humans. As the knowledge of synthetic chemistry advanced,
the development of dispersible chemical weapons became more sophisticated. The Gtype (German-type) nerve agents and related compounds were manufactured in the late
1930’s and early 1940’s, while the even more toxic VX (ethyl S-diisopropylaminoethyl
methyl phosphonothioate) was prepared in the early 1950’s.39 The deadly effect of nerve
agents depends on the substance’s ability to inhibit the enzyme acetylcholinesterase
(AChE). Inhibition of acetylcholinesterase in the cholinergic nervous system results in
the body no longer being able to regulate the neurotransmission of acetylcholine (ACh).
This buildup of ACh in cholinergic receptors then causes the continuous stimulation of
the nerve or muscle fibers.

Exposure to these agents may also be practically

imperceptible, which is especially concerning given their potential for being easily
disguised and used against the public in a terrorist attack. These compounds were
produced in the thousands of tons, and large stockpiles are stored in both the United
States and Russia.39

In recent years, the public concern over the storage of bulk

quantities has lead to the development of destruction processes to safely dispose of
surplus nerve agent supplies. Transportation of these chemical weapons to a storage or
destruction facility could potentially lead to personnel exposure through any leaks from
accidents or the disposal process. Due to the extremely high toxicity of the agents, the
level of world stockpiles being quite significant, and the health risks associated with the
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disposal of these compounds, the identification and detection of these chemicals is
critical.
A large majority of the current analytical methods to detect these molecules
involve GC or GC-MS.40 These techniques, however, are often coupled with a preconcentration step such as solid phase extraction (SPE), solid phase microextraction
(SPME), or sorbent trapping.41-44 This step improves detection limits but results in
extended analysis times, potential sample contamination, and more components to hinder
portability for in the field detection. Atmospheric pressure chemical ionization mass
spectrometry (APCI-MS) has also been a particularly sensitive technique for the real time
detection of CWA simulants at low levels.45-47 Although impressive detection limits have
been obtained, these experiments have been predominantly carried out on commercially
available bench top instruments that are not conducive for the analysis of CWAs in
locations where they may actually be present.
In efforts to move toward field portable detection systems, miniaturized mass
spectrometers have shown great promise. While retaining much of the speed, sensitivity,
and universality of traditional bench top mass spectrometers, portable instruments have
the advantage of use in remote locations with minimal resources present. APCI has also
been implemented on portable mass spectrometers. Using a portable cylindrical ion trap
mass spectrometer48 and APCI, detection limits in the low parts-per-billion (ppb) range
have been reported for dimethyl methylphophonate (DMMP), a frequently used simulant
for the nerve agent sarin (O-isopropyl methylphosphonofluoridate). While this is an
impressive detection limit, APCI is highly dependent on environmental conditions
present during ionization, and this fact can influence the number of reagent ions available
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to ionize the analyte of interest, thereby decreasing sensitivity. APCI also suffers from
the fact that all compounds having greater proton affinities than that of the reagent will
also be ionized. If an analyte of interest is thus present in a sample along with a complex
mixture of other compounds, those species with higher proton affinities than the analyte
would be preferentially ionized. To overcome some of these inherent limitations with
APCI, vapors of CWA simulants have also been ionized and detected using a glow
discharge electron ionization (GDEI) source on a miniature CIT mass analyzer.49 Low
detection limits have been achieved with this approach; however, sorbent tubes were
necessary to collect adequate amounts of analyte from low concentration samples. The
added hardware needed to operate the GDEI source along with the dual thermal
desorption tube inlet system also makes the instrument less field portable.
Ion-molecule (I/M) reactions have also been investigated to improve detection
selectivity in the analysis of CWAs.48,50-52 Selective ion-molecule reactions between a
DMMP fragment and 1,4-dioxane have been studied. A characteristic phosphonium
fragment ion [CH3OP+(O)CH3] from DMMP has been generated by chemical ionization
(CI) on a commercially available bench top instrument,50 APCI and electron ionization
(EI) on miniature CIT mass spectrometers,48,51 or EI on a miniature rectilinear ion trap
(RIT) mass spectrometer52 and allowed to react with 1,4-dioxane as a way to selectively
detect DMMP. This phophonium ion improved selectivity, but fragmentation of the
analyte of interest before detection necessarily spreads out the ion intensity over multiple
fragment ions, thereby sacrificing detection limits.

Furthermore, the presence of

unwanted ions in the ion trap (from fragmentation of DMMP or ionization of background
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ions) complicates the analysis and potentially leads to ionic species that could overlap
with the ion-molecule products of interest.

1.3 Quadrupole Ion Trap Mass Spectrometry
The quadrupole ion trap (QIT) is a versatile device that allows ions to be trapped
for extended period of time (quite beneficial for ion-molecule reactions), while also
functioning as a mass spectrometer that enables ions to manipulated and separated
according to m/z. The electrodes of quadrupole ion traps can take on numerous physical
geometries (i.e. rectilinear, cylindrical, toroidal, 3D), with the 3D Paul trap commonly
being encountered commercially consisting of three hyperbolic electrodes as shown in
Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 The two endcap electrodes and one ring electrode of a typical 3D ion trap.

The effects and composition of the electric trapping fields differ slightly
depending upon the different geometries; however, all are considered QITs due to the
general quadrupolar nature of the trapping field generated between the electrodes. If
appropriate potentials are applied to the ring electrode, then the quadrupolar field allows
ions to be effectively trapped. Changing these potentials can make ions unstable such
that they are no longer trapped. Additional signals are often applied to the endcap
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electrodes at various time points while this process is occurring. These supplemental
waveforms facilitate the ejection of ions from the trap, as well to provide a means by
which certain ions of a particular m/z can be trapped while others removed. Moreover,
these waveforms also can be used to dissociate ions of a desired m/z once isolated.
Ion trajectories in the resulting quadrupolar field can be predicted by solving a
second order differential equation that has the form of the Mathieu equation (Equation
1.1).53

This equation defines trajectory stability in terms of dimensionless trapping

parameters (au and qu) for a given direction of space in the field. The stability regions
(i.e. finite solutions to the Mathieu equation) for a three-dimensional quadrupolar field
can be summarized by plotting au and qu values, as shown in Figure 1.2. Regions of
simultaneous overlap where ions are both z-stable and r-stable are labeled A and B. The
au and qu values (Equations 1.2 and 1.3) are related to the ion trap electrode dimensions
(r0 and z0), the DC and RF amplitudes (U and V, respectively) applied to the ring
electrode, the mass (m) and charge (e) of the ion of interest, and the frequency of the RF
signal applied to the ring electrode.
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2
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m(r  2z 02 ) 2
2
0

(1.2)

(1.3)

V – RF voltage applied to the ring electrode
U – DC voltage applied to the ring electrode
Ω – angular frequency of RF field
r0 – radial distance from center of trapping volume to electrode
z0 – axial distance from center of trapping volume to electrode
e – fundamental unit of charge
m – mass of ion

Figure 1.2 Mathieu stability diagrams54 indicating where ions are both r and z stable
(shaded A & B).

A quadrupole ion trap is made a mass analyzer by mass selective instability. Ions
can be made unstable in a mass selective manner by increasing the RF voltage which in
turn increases the q value of the ions. Most commercial ion trap instruments do not apply
a DC potential (U) to the ring electrode,54 therefore ar and az can be ignored and qr and qz
become the sole parameters that describe the ability of ions to be stored in the ion trap.
Ions are trapped if they have a q value between 0 (left edge of the stability diagram) and
0.908 (right edge of the stability diagram). To acquire a mass spectrum, the RF voltage
(V) is increased in a linear fashion causing stored ions to approach the right edge of the
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stability diagram. When the ions have a qz value that exceeds 0.908, they exit the trap
and can be detected with an electron multiplier placed just outside one of the electrodes.
Helium is typically used as a buffer/bath gas and is present within the ion trap. Collisions
with helium remove kinetic energy from the ions, forcing them to the center of the trap.
This collisional cooling leads to a more consistent starting point for ejection, reducing the
spread of ions in the radial direction. A more cohesive packet of ions of a particular m/z
hit the detector over a shorter amount of time, thereby improving both sensitivity and
resolution.
Within the trap, ions have frequencies that can be used to enhance the
performance of the ion trap. The RF field accelerates ions according to their m/z and they
develop a periodic motion referred to as a secular frequency. This frequency (ω) is given
by Equation 1.4 where βu is a function of a and q, and varies between 0 and 1, and Ω is
the frequency of the main RF voltage applied to the ring electrode.

1
ω u  ( β u )
2

(1.4)

Essentially βu is a mathematical link between the ion’s q value (which can be
calculated and changed to manipulate ion motion and trajectory stability), and the ion’s
corresponding secular frequency. When q < 0.4, an approximation for βu (Equation 1.5)
is suitable. However, at higher q values (often during MS/MS) this approximation is no
longer appropriate and is defined by a continued fraction expression (Equation 1.6).
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To further improve resolution and sensitivity, a supplementary AC signal can be
applied across the endcap electrodes with a frequency that corresponds to the frequency
that all ions have before becoming unstable. As the RF voltage is scanned, the secular
frequencies of ions increase until they match the frequency of this supplemental signal.
Ions pick up this energy rapidly and those of the same m/z are more coherently ejected
from the trap in a very short amount of time, leading to narrower peaks.
These secular frequencies can also be used to manipulate ions for MS/MS, as ions
must be selectively isolated and controllably dissociated. A multi-frequency waveform
applied to the endcap electrodes can be used to resonantly eject ions of all m/z’s except
the one of interest. Notches corresponding to the secular frequency of an ion that is to be
isolated are placed in this waveform. As no signal is applied at this frequency, the
motions of the targeted ions are essentially unaffected by the application of this
waveform and remain in the ion trap. Once a population of the desired ion is collected, a
low amplitude waveform with a frequency corresponding to the secular frequency of the
isolated ion is applied between the endcap electrodes to perform collision-induced
dissociation (CID). This process resonantly excites the ions of interest and forces them to
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undergo energetic collisions with background helium.

These energy converting

collisions result in the isolated precursor ions falling apart into product ions and neutrals.

1.4 Handheld rectilinear ion trap mass spectrometer
Quadrupole ion traps have distinct advantages over other instruments for
miniaturization. For example, they have high operating pressures, the ability to perform
MS/MS in a single device, and the ability to reduce the power required for the electronics
upon reduction of the instrument size. The configuration of the Mini 10, a miniature
rectilinear ion trap (mRIT) mass spectrometer used for experiments described in Chapters
3-5, is shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3 Mini 10 mRIT-MS and its components1 including (A) Processor board, (B)
Vacuum manifold, (C) Turbo pump, (D) Diaphragm pump, (E) Lens power supply, (F)
Communication PDB, (G) Filament control, and (H) Handheld computer.

The total instrument weight is approximately 10 kg and is assembled in an
aluminum case approximately 32 cm x 22 cm x 19 cm. Designed to run off of batteries,
the power consumption (including rough and turbo pumps) is below 70 W. The invacuum components including the RIT, EI source, and electron multiplier are mounted on
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a removable module. The simplified geometry of the RIT along with its improved ion
trapping capacity55 is advantageous for incorporation into the design of miniature
instrumentation. The Mini 10 has interelectrode distances of 5.0 (x 0) and 4.0 mm (y0)
(Figure 1.4), and the success of this configuration has been demonstrated previously.55
An RF signal with a drive frequency of 970 kHz and adjustable amplitude between 0 and
600 Vp-p is applied to the y electrodes for ion trapping. Differential sinusoidal signals
with designated frequencies and arbitrary waveforms with peak-to-peak amplitudes up to
30 V can be generated from another AC channel connected directly to the x electrodes to
control resonance ejection, ion isolation, and ion excitation. A multichannel DAC on the
control/data acquisition board is used to generate the DC signals used for controlling lens
voltages, electron multiplier voltage, filament currents, and sampling pump operation.
Air is used as the buffer gas, providing satisfactory analytical performance and
maintaining portability.1

Figure 1.4 mRIT assembly with x0 = 5.0 mm and y0 = 4.0 mm adapted from reference
55.
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Three vacuum feedthroughs on the module allow coupling of various sample
introduction systems (Figure 1.5). A 15 cm PDMS (poly(dimethylsiloxane)) membrane
tubing (O.D. 1.19 mm, I.D. 0.64 mm) functions as an interface between the sample and
the vacuum system of the mass spectrometer. Using a semi-permeable membrane is a
simple method of analyte introduction that relies on a process known as pervaporation.
This process can be divided into three steps including (a) the selective adsorption of
analyte at the membrane surface, (b) permeation through the membrane, and (c)
desorption into the vacuum chamber. Sample movement can be accomplished using a
miniature sampling pump for gaseous analytes, while liquid samples can be pulled
through the membrane using a syringe or peristaltic pump. Volatile analytes can be
ionized by the internal EI filament once diffused through the membrane. Additionally,
analyte can be externally ionized by electrospray ionization (ESI) and introduced directly
into the trap through the middle feedthrough capillary (Figure 1.5) via a discontinuous
atmospheric pressure interface (DAPI) valve that is attached to this feedthrough. The
DAPI valve can be opened briefly to allow electrospray generated ions to be introduced
into the mass analyzer region. The pressure inside the vacuum manifold temporarily
increases as this DAPI valve opens, and sufficient time must be allowed for the pressure
to decrease before ions are manipulated or analyzed. Although mass analysis in ion traps
usually requires an optimal pressure of several millitorr or less, ions can be trapped
successfully at much higher pressures.57 As a result, this simplified approach has shown
great promise58 with minimal components for maintaining portability.
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Figure 1.5 Vacuum feedthroughs for coupling of various introduction systems.

Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is carried out using SWIFT (stored
waveform inverse Fourier transform) waveforms applied between the x electrodes of the
RIT. During ion isolation, the RF amplitude is adjusted to place the secular frequency of
the precursor ions within the pre-calculated frequency notch of the applied SWIFT
waveform. Once all other ions are made unstable and ejected from the trap, a broadband
AC signal with the secular frequency of the isolated ions can be applied to excite the
precursor ions via collisions with background air to induce dissociation.

1.5 Detection of noncovalent metal-protein interactions with mass spectrometry
The interest in using ESI-MS to detect non-covalent interactions began with work
by Ganem et al. along with Katta and Chait.59 Inherent to MS is the ability to access low
detection limits, carry out tandem MS experiments to increase information content, and
study a large range of compounds quickly. Determining the affinity of interactions
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between a metal (M) and a protein (P) (Equation 1.5) is essential for assessing the normal
function of the metalloprotein.

[PM] [M] [P]

(1.5)

Metal ions are essential to the catalytic function and structural stability of many
metalloenzymes. For proteins in which the metal is essential for function, a high affinity
would be expected and would be reflected in a low dissociation constant (Kd).

In

contrast, buffering or sensing would require a lower affinity with a dissociation constant
near to that of the concentration of the metal. The dissociation constant is defined as:

Kd 

[M][P]
[PM]

(1.6)

There are several methods based on mass spectrometry for determining noncovalent binding strengths. These techniques can be divided into solution-phase methods
and gas-phase methods. Solution-phase methods consist of experiments of measurements
made on the complexes from solution using approaches such as upon melting curves,
titrations, transfer coefficient determinations, and the competition between different hostguest complexes.60 Gas-phase methods are based on the energy require to dissociate noncovalent complex ions using techniques such as cone voltage-driven dissociation (VC50),
CID, guided ion beam measurements, blackbody infrared radiative dissociation (BIRD),
and heated capillary dissociation.60 However, while the gas-phase methods are usually
simpler to perform, there is often poor correlation between the gas-phase stability and the
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solution-phase stability of non-covalent complexes, thus limiting the utility of these gasphase methods. Commonly, titration-based experiments are used to specifically quantify
dissociation constants. Generally, for metal-protein complexes, the protein concentration
is kept constant, whereas the metal concentration is varied over a range of about two
orders of magnitude.60 The mass spectral intensity of the complex in conjunction with
the intensity of the free protein is compared for each metal concentration.

Often

Scatchard plots (Figure 1.6) are used to determine the association or dissociation
constant, where the ratio of bound over free metal is plotted against the concentration of
bound metal. The resulting slope is equal to -1/Kd. Additional ways in which data may
be analyzed and plotted include binding isotherms (Figure 1.7).

1
Kd

[PM]
[M]

n

[M]
Figure 1.6 Schematic of a Scatchard plot.
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Figure 1.7 Representative binding isotherm.

Such plots include either [bound] versus [free] or [bound] versus log[free], where
[bound] is related to the ion signal for the metal-protein complex and [free] is related to
the unbound metal concentration at equilibrium. From such a curve, as [free] approaches
infinity, the fraction bound approaches 1 (“saturation” or fully complexed).

The

dissociation constant is then given by the equilibrium metal concentration ([free]) at half
saturation.

The results can be expressed in terms of an experimentally accessible

parameter (v), defined as the fraction complexed (Equation 1.7). Equation 1.7 can be
rewritten in a more useful form to produce Equation 1.8.

v

[PM]
[P]  [PM]
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(1.7)

[M ][P]
[K d ]
[M ]
v

 [M ][P] K d  [M ]

[P]  
 Kd 

(1.8)

Despite the apparent simplicity of using ESI-MS to determine dissociation
constants, the validity of this approach for metal-protein complexes has still not been
agreed upon in the literature. ESI-MS offers both unique advantages and disadvantages
over other analytical techniques, whose assessment of non-covalent interactions is better
established. ESI-MS allows mass spectra of analytes in solution to be directly obtained.
The soft character of ESI minimizes fragmentation, resulting in relatively unaltered
solution species. Confidence in correctly determining species is increased by the use of
high-resolution mass spectrometers, tandem mass spectra, and/or the analysis of the
isotopic pattern of peaks. Another favorable characteristic of ESI-MS is its low detection
level (< 10-9 M).60 This inherent sensitivity permits the analysis of solutions at low
concentrations, which enables working with small amounts of sample (sub-pmol).61 This
is imperative if either sample is limited or the sample is costly. Microcalorimetry is a
standard method for determining protein-metal or protein-ligand affinities, but the sample
consumption is often quite large (~0.5 mg).61

Mass spectrometry has undisputed

advantages over other techniques as well, such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) for
investigating non-covalent interactions. High molecular weight (above 30,000 Da)60 are
problematic for analysis with NMR and typically require samples to have concentrations
>100 µM. Proteins and protein complexes with molecular masses approaching 1,000,000
Da have been studied with MS.62 Unlike NMR, ionic species in solution are able to be
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analyzed by MS irrespective of the nuclear spin of constituent atoms, and both
paramagnetic as well as diamagnetic species can be identified with greater speed. Other
techniques may also require labeling of the protein with a fluorophore as is the case for
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) experiments, or immobilization of one of
the interacting partners as with surface plasmon resonance (SPR). Probing non-covalent
interactions with MS can potentially be done in a label free manner without needing to
modify the protein.
Although traditional ESI-MS titration experiments hold great promise for the
investigation of binding affinities of non-covalent complexes, it is still not widely
accepted as a tool for such analyses.63 This debate arises from the lack of consistency in
the published literature where MS-based methods have been used for the quantitative
estimation of binding affinities. Some systems studied have generated results that are
consistent with solution phase data,63 while in other cases the results have been in
disagreement.64
This inconsistency can be attributed to the nature of the ESI process. During the
desolvation process, it is possible that the composition of the solution can be perturbed
with respect to equilibrium conditions.64 As the solution enters into the ESI chamber, it
undergoes a series of processes that may change the composition of the solution. All of
these processes, from solution spraying to ion evaporation, require approximately 10-4
seconds.65

Possible solution changes may cause the number, stoichiometry, and/or

relative abundance of the metal-bound and metal-free species to vary. Consequently, the
qualitative and quantitative data obtained by ESI-MS may not accurately reflect pre-mass
analysis solution conditions. Volume, temperature, and pH changes to the solution that
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are associated with the ESI process may cause equilibrium perturbations in the analyte
solution. During evaporation of the spray, resulting volume changes can increase the
concentrations of the various species while also modifying the solution’s ionic strength.66
High temperature source conditions can lead to temperature changes in the droplets of the
spray.66 Changes in pH are induced not only by concurrent temperature and volume
modifications but also by redox reactions that the solvent undergoes; for example,
solution pH decrease in during positive ESI due oxidation of water.67

Although

perturbations from these effects are strongly dependent upon the kinetic properties of the
system under study, metal ion coordination equilibria are generally reached in a time
much shorter than the ESI process.68
Techniques based upon ESI titrations may have some other minor concerns as
well. Ion adducts not actually present in solution may be formed during the ionization
process.69

These nonspecific associations may mimic specific binding events at

equilibrium and might not be distinguished during mass spectral analysis. In the case of a
metal binding protein, the presence of free metal in solution may produce nonspecific
metal-protein adducts. Protein-ligand systems with large dissociation constants (>10
µM) have been found to often show nonspecific adducts in their ESI mass spectrum
because of the high ligand concentrations required for titration experiments.70
Furthermore, different chemical species usually have different response factors because
of varied ionization efficiencies.65 Strategies attempting to resolve this problem have
been proposed based upon calculating ion response factors through the use of internal
standards,66 the solvation energy of the ion,71 the surface activities of the analyte(s), and
ion evaporation rate constants.65 To avoid inconsistencies and concerns associated with
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the stability of complexes transferred into the gas by ESI, a new approach has been
investigated that is based upon metal-catalyzed oxidation reactions that covalently
capture equilibrium information before gas-phase ions are generated.

1.6 Metal-catalyzed oxidation (MCO) reactions
Metal catalyzed oxidation (MCO) reactions involve the site-selective covalent
modification of amino acid side chains that comprise the metal-binding site. Metalbound residues can be oxidized72 as shown in Figure 1.8. This is a multi-step process that
∙

∙

begins with the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as O2- and OH that
are generated through the redox cycling of a redox active metal, and are localized around
the bound metal.

This redox cycling relies on metal reduction and subsequent

reoxidation, and is accomplished by incubating the metalloprotein in the presence of a
reducing agent (usually ascorbate) and an oxidizing agent (O2, H2O2, and/or S2O82-).72,73
In general, amino acids are not oxidized directly by the short-lived and reactive ROS,
rather the dominant initial reaction is hydrogen abstraction from C-H bonds.74,75
Hydrogen abstraction leads to the formation of carbon-centered radicals that can then
react with O2 to form peroxyl radicals, eventually leading to the commonly observed
reaction product where oxygen is incorporated into the side chain of the amino acid
residues at the binding site. If the proper reaction conditions are chosen, then only the
metal-binding sites are oxidized.76 The extent and location of these modifications are
identified by MS and MS/MS. These reactions are advantageous as they are specific,
fast, and relatively simple to perform.

Additionally, they can be performed under
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biologically relevant solution conditions that may reflect the native environment in which
the metalloprotein normally exists.

Figure 1.8 Generation of reactive oxygen species during MCO reactions and an example
oxidation of a histidine side chain.

1.7 Summary
Miniaturized mass spectrometers have progressed to a point where the advantages
of the reduced size outweigh many of the limitations. Therefore further development of
these portable instruments is an important area of research in order to minimize the need
for additional equipment, while maximizing the detection abilities and applications of
these systems. The study of metal ions that have unique roles in binding various proteins
indicates that there is a great deal of interesting chemistry that occurs around bound
metals. The work presented in this dissertation investigates techniques that enable the
strength of metal binding events to be determined as well as the ability to adapt the
coordination sphere of transition metal ions to target specific analytes. When combined,
the inherent reactivity associated with metal binding on a miniature MS platform can
enable the detection of biologically harmful compounds in remote settings.
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In Chapter 2 we describe an approach for performing multiplexed MS/MS on a
mRITMS that relies on the inherent mass bias associated with ion injection to encode the
ions. The ability to simultaneously acquire MS/MS data on multiple ions simplifies the
analysis of complex mixtures by reducing or potentially eliminating the need for prior
separation. This avoids lengthy analysis times using equipment that is not easily coupled
to portable mass spectrometers for detection in the field.
In Chapter 3 work on the mRITMS is continued by investigating an approach
based upon utilizing reactive coordinatively unsaturated divalent transition metal
complexes to sensitively and selectively target CWA simulants by performing I/M
reactions in the gas-phase. Other techniques suffer from the need to concentrate analyte
prior to MS analysis or are based upon APCI or GDEI, and lack selectivity. The specific
detection abilities of this approach on a transportable mass spectrometer are highly
advantageous as CWAs are lethal compounds at very low concentrations and are likely to
show up in diverse environmental conditions.
In Chapter 4 a method relying on oxidative modifications from MCO reactions to
capture equilibrium populations of metal-bound species is discussed.

This method

maintains the coveted advantages of MS detection, while eliminating the concern that
ESI-generated ions may not accurately represent equilibrium conditions in solution. In
addition to obtaining metal affinity measurements, this method concurrently provides
structural information relating to how the metal is bound. The results of this method are
compared to traditional fluorescence measurements, as well as values published in the
literature.
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In Chapter 5 the conclusions of these detection strategies are provided, in addition
to introducing potential future directions and applications for the methodologies
developed in this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2

MULTIPLEXED MS/MS IN A MINIATURE RECTILINEAR ION TRAP

2.1 Introduction
To avoid many of the difficulties, limitations, and lack of development with
portable separation techniques, we are investigating a multiplexed MS/MS approach on a
miniature RIT1-3 using an ion intensity encoding scheme. In this approach, multiple ions
can be simultaneously subjected to MS/MS, which significantly increases throughput
when compared with analyzing one ion at a time. However, in doing so all connectivity
between product and precursor ions can be lost if there is no way to determine where any
of the product ions originated from. Ion encoding of the precursor ions is accomplished
by relying on the inherent mass bias associated with this ion trap when a single phase RF
is applied to one pair of rods during ion accumulation. Previous work demonstrated the
efficacy of a similar approach on a 3D bench top quadrupole ion trap.4 This multiplexing
advantage is particularly well suited for samples that have a transient time profile and the
speed of analysis is important. Our approach allows the analysis of complex mixtures to
be performed in situ while minimizing technical aspects associated with additional
separation equipment. It is possible, however, to also use our multiplexing approach in
conjunction with an up-front separation technique. Even in high-quality separations,
samples may still be too complicated to obtain all of the desired information in just one
run. Species that either co-elute or elute with similar time profiles may require multiple
separations to acquire all of the MS/MS information. Therefore, the implementation of
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our multiplexed MS/MS technique should have relevance even upon further advances in
miniaturized chromatography.

The incorporation of a discontinuous atmospheric

pressure interface4 into miniaturized ion traps is an improvement in the design and
capability of such instruments over previous internal electron impact ionization,1 but the
DAPI source suffers from a relatively low duty cycle.

The implementation of a

multiplexed MS/MS method has even greater significance on systems that utilize a DAPI
source as high speed MS/MS analysis can be performed.

We demonstrate that a

miniature RIT can be successfully used to obtain tandem mass spectra for up to five
compounds in only two spectra.

2.2 Experimental
2.2.1 Instrumentation
All experiments were carried out in a miniature rectilinear ion trap mass
spectrometer (Mini 10) constructed at Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN). Operation
of this device was the same as described previously.1 Ions were generated using a
homebuilt electrospray ionization source that uses a 3 kV potential and N2 as a nebulizing
gas. SWIFT waveforms for ion isolation and dissociation were generated by the onboard
waveform generator and applied between the x electrodes (Figure 2.1). Ion dissociation
was induced via collisions with N2 and O2, which are present as background gas in the
vacuum system.
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2.2.2 Reagents
Serine, glutamic acid, histidine, phenylalanine, and the peptides GG, GGH, and
GGGG were obtained from Sigma Aldrich Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO). Tryptophan
was

obtained

from

Fisher

Scientific

Co.

(Fair

Lawn,

NJ),

tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (tris) from EM Science (Gibbstown, NJ), and the
peptide GAY from American Peptide Co., Inc. (Sunnyvale, CA). All compounds were
dissolved in 50:50 methanol/water with 3% acetic acid to concentrations of 50 μM.

2.2.3 MS/MS conditions
Ion isolation and dissociation were accomplished using broadband waveforms
with experimentally determined frequency notches and variable peak-to-peak amplitudes.
As a set of control experiments, each individual compound was subjected to MS/MS
using the following conditions. Ions were first isolated with a broadband waveform for
50 ms and then dissociated for 20 ms using a dissociation voltage between 1.1 and 1.3 V,
depending on the ion of interest. In performing the multiplexed MS/MS experiments, a
broadband isolation waveform incorporating frequency notches for all the ions of interest
was applied for 50 ms, and then a broadband comb dissociation waveform, incorporating
the necessary frequencies, was applied for 20 ms at 1 V.

The existing waveform

generator capabilities limited the number of multiplexed ions to five.

2.3 Results and discussion
Three-dimensional quadrupole ion traps have an inherent mass bias that limits the
m/z range of ions that can be efficiently trapped from external ionization sources. This
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range can be controlled by the low m/z cutoff (LMCO) chosen during ion accumulation,
which is set by the main RF voltage applied to the ring electrode, placing ions of that m/z
at a q value of 0.908. A similar mass bias arises on RITs when only a single phase RF is
applied to one pair of electrodes (y electrodes) as is the case on the miniature ion trap
used in the experiments described here (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1 Configuration of the rectilinear ion trap used in these studies with the
associated applied signals. (a) Single phase RF applied to only y electrodes as used here
and (b) two phase RF applied to both x and y electrodes with the RF signal being 180˚
out of phase on the adjacent electrodes.

Unlike RITs with RF signals applied 180º out of phase on adjacent electrodes, a
single-phase RF creates a strong axial RF component that ions experience upon injection
into the trap. Changing the amplitude of this single-phase RF signal (or the LMCO)
during accumulation of externally injected ions produces different spectra for a particular
set of ions. For example, if the LMCO is increased from 30 to 40 during ion injection of
a mixture of eight compounds, some ions will decrease (serine), increase (phenylalanine,
tryptophan), or stay the same (GG, glutamic acid) in intensity (Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2 Mass spectra of an eight-peptide sample, showing the inherent mass bias
associated with external ion accumulation on the Mini 10. Ion accumulation (a) at a
LMCO of 30 and (b) at a LMCO 40.

Other peptide ions (GGGG, GGH, and GAY) start to appear in the spectrum with
a LMCO of 40, whereas they are absent when the LMCO is 30. When the normalized
ion intensities of these ions are plotted over a range of LMCO values during ion injection,
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a Gaussian-like distribution is obtained, as is illustrated for serine in Figure 2.3. This
Gaussian-like behavior has been seen before on 3D traps,4-7 but the ion accumulation
profile is slightly different. The presence of two “black holes,” where ion accumulation
does not occur, are observed around βx values of 0.28 and 0.40 ± 0.04 for serine and for
every ion externally ejected into the miniature RIT, and they are likely the result of ion
interactions with higher order nonlinear multipole resonances.

We are currently

investigating these resonances as they do not correspond to typical nonlinear resonances
for hexapolar or octopolar fields.
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Low m/z Cutoff During Ion Accumulation
Figure 2.3 Normalized ion intensity of serine as a function of LMCO.

The Gaussian-like relationship between ion intensity and LMCO is reproducible
for all externally injected ions, but the centers and widths of these distributions change as
a function of ion m/z ratio. If the black holes are removed, the data can be fit with a
Gumbel distribution (Equation 2.1) that is similar in form to a Gaussian distribution but
accounts for the possibility of multiple Gaussians with similar, but not identical, profiles.
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In Equation 2.1, x is the LMCO used for ion injection, x c is the center of the
distribution (i.e. the optimum LMCO for ion accumulation), w is the width of the
distribution, and A is the amplitude of the distribution, which can be normalized to 1.
Upon considering the distributions for peptide ions having a range of m/z ratios (Figure
2.4), we find the following trends. First, the distribution center (i.e. the optimum LMCO
during ion accumulation) increases with increasing m/z ratio. Second, the distribution
width, as represented by one standard deviation, also increases with increasing m/z ratio.
Both the optimum LMCO as a function of m/z (Figure 2.5) and distribution width as a
function of m/z (Figure 2.6) can be plotted for a series of peptides.
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Figure 2.4 Normalized ion intensity of four peptide ions of increasing m/z ratio as a
function of LMCO value with “black hole” regions removed and fit with a Gumbel
distribution.
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Figure 2.5 Optimum LMCO as a function of m/z.
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Figure 2.6 Ion intensity distribution widths as a function of m/z.

We hypothesize that the optimum LMCO for efficient ion trapping occurs
because there is an optimum pseudopotential well depth for efficient ion trapping of a
given m/z under a given set of ion injection conditions (Figure 2.7). Under conditions in
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Figure 2.7a, the pseudopotential well depth is too shallow and therefore there is an
insufficient trapping potential to efficiently trap externally injected ions. Figure 2.7b
depicts conditions where the ions have enough kinetic energy to exceed the trapping
barrier and enter the trapping field, and there is sufficient well depth to enable trapping.
In Figure 2.7c the ions have insufficient kinetic energy to exceed the trapping barrier in
most cases and thus enter the trapping field; however, some trapping can occur at the
appropriate RF phases for the correct range of ion kinetic energies.

Figure 2.7 Optimum LMCO for trapping occurs due to an optimum pseudopotential well
depth for each m/z.

To test this idea, we first rearranged the equation for pseudopotential well depth,
derived originally by Major and Dehmelt8 (Equation 2.2) in terms of qx, producing
Equation 2.3.

mqx2  2 x02
Dx 
16e
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(2.2)

qx 

16eDx
m 2 x02

(2.3)

Since qx can be written as the product of (LMCO/m/z) and 0.908, Equation 2.3
can be modified in terms of LMCO (Equation 2.4), which now describes the relationship
between ion injection LMCO and m/z.

LMCO 

16eDx
m/ z
m 2 x02
0.908

(2.4)

If Equation 2.4 is used to fit the experimental data, we find good agreement,
suggesting that our hypothesis has some merit. The fitting parameter Dx in Equation 2.4
allows us to arrive at a value for the optimum pseudopotential well depth (4.88 eV) when
the equation is fit to the experimental data (Figure 2.4) and the standard deviation of the
well depth (0.37 eV, Figure 2.5).
In addition to providing some new insight into the key factor that controls efficient
ion trapping of externally-generated ions, the plots in Figures 2.4 and 2.5 allow us to
develop an ion intensity encoding scheme for multiplexed MS/MS on the RIT. If a
collection of ions are accumulated at one LMCO during the acquisition of a primary
spectrum and then accumulated at a different LMCO during the acquisition of a
secondary spectrum, the ion intensity changes can be predicted by plugging into Equation
2.1 the values of xc (i.e. LMCO optimum) and w (LMCO standard deviation) obtained
from Equation 2.4 (Equation 2.5).
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Theoretical Ratio 

 ( LMCO(1o )  x )
c
LMCO(1o )  x
c 1
w
e

w
Ae
 ( LMCO(2 o )  x )
c
LMCO(2 o )  x
c 1
w
e

w
Ae

(2.5)

The ion intensity changes for each precursor ion will then apply to the ion
intensity changes of all their corresponding product ions that are formed. In other words,
all product ions from a given precursor ion will have a unique ion intensity ratio in going
from the primary to secondary spectrum, thus permitting the product ions to be correlated
back to the precursor ions from which they arose.
The application of this intensity encoding scheme is demonstrated with five ions
(tris, glutamic acid, histidine, phenylalanine, and tryptophan).

The procedure is as

follows. First, a primary tandem mass spectrum is obtained after accumulating the
precursor ions at a LMCO of 40 (Figure 2.8). Acquisition of this primary spectrum
involves simultaneously isolating the precursor ions and then simultaneously dissociating
the precursor ions using broadband waveforms.

Then, a secondary tandem mass

spectrum is obtained after accumulating the precursor ions at a LMCO of 30 (Figure 2.8).
Again, all the precursor ions are simultaneously isolated and then simultaneously
dissociated.
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Figure 2.8 (left) Isolation and tandem mass spectrum of tris, glutamic acid,
phenylalanine, and tryptophan accumulated at a LMCO of 30. The red asterisks indicate
the presence of undissociated precursor ions. (right) Isolation and tandem mass spectrum
of tris, histidine, phenylalanine, and tryptophan accumulated at a LMCO of 40. The red
asterisks indicate the presence of undissociated precursor ions.
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Finally, the ion intensity ratios for each product ion are determined by dividing
the intensities from the primary spectrum (1°) by the intensities from the secondary
spectrum (2°) (Equation 2.6). The product ion intensity ratios can be plotted (Figure 2.9),
which helps correlate each product ion with its corresponding precursor ion
.

Observed Ratio 

Ion Intensity Primary Spectrum
Ion Intensity Secondary Spectrum

(2.6)
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Figure 2.9 Product ion intensity ratios obtained by dividing the primary (1°) spectrum by
the secondary (2°) spectrum. The theoretical intensity ratios are represented by a black
line for histidine, a red line for tris, a green line for phenylalanine, a blue line for
tryptophan, and the magenta section for glutamic acid. Observed fragment ions in the
multiplexed MS/MS experiments are shown as black stars with their corresponding error
bars.

To find the correct precursor ion/product ion correlations the observed ion
intensity ratios (Equation 2.6) can be compared with the predicted or theoretical
precursor ion intensity ratios that are calculated using Equations 2.5. The theoretical ion
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ratios for the precursor ions are: tris (1.0), glutamic acid (>100), histidine (0),
phenylalanine (1.8), and tryptophan (2.8). The very large value for glutamic acid (>100;
4000 maximum intensity / 40 average noise intensity) is due to the fact that this ion was
only accumulated and dissociated in the primary spectrum. A value of zero for histidine
is due to the fact that this ion was only accumulated and dissociated in the secondary
spectrum. The plot in Figure 2.9 shows the theoretical ion ratios of each precursor ion
(colored lines/areas) in conjunction with observed ion ratios of the measured product ions
(stars).

A more detailed listing of the information is also included in Table 2.1.

Individual MS/MS spectra were also initially acquired for each parent ion and are shown
in Table 2.2. From this data the observed product ions can all be correctly assigned.
Control experiments in which tandem mass spectra for each precursor ion is individually
obtained (data not shown) confirm the product ion assignments in Figure 2.9 and Table
2.1.

Table 2.1 Product/precursor ion identification using the multiplexed MS/MS approach.
Observed Product
Ion m/z
84
95
102
104
110
120
130
188

Observed Ratio

Theoretical Ratio

>100
0
>100
1.2 ± 0.1
0
1.6 ± 0.1
>100
2.9 ± 0.4

>100
0
>100
1.01
0
1.85
>100
2.83
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Correlated
Precursor Ion
Glutamic Acid
Histidine
Glutamic Acid
Tris
Histidine
Phenylalanine
Glutamic Acid
Typtophan

Table 2.2 Product/precursor ion relationships.
Product ion m/z
84
95
102
104
105
110
120
130
130
149
188

Precursor Ion Identity
Glutamic Acid
Histidine
Glutamic Acid
Tris
Phenylalanine
Histidine
Phenylalanine
Tryptophan
Glutamic Acid
Phenylalanine
Tryptophan

There are, however, three product ions observed in the individual MS/MS
experiments that are not observed in the multiplexed MS/MS experiments. Two product
ions from phenylalanine (m/z 105 and 149) are likely not observed in the multiplexed
experiment because they have low abundance in the individual tandem mass spectrum.
Due to incomplete precursor ion dissociation (in both the primary and secondary spectra),
it is not surprising that these low intensity products are not seen. During the multiplexed
MS/MS experiments, the dissociation amplitude chosen is a compromise between the
optimum values for all of the ions being dissociated. The waveform generator associated
with the Mini 10 does not allow the user to create waveforms with different amplitudes
over different frequency ranges. Therefore, incomplete dissociation for many of the
larger precursor ions is expected as they generally require higher voltages to achieve
more complete dissociation. The phenylalanine product ion at m/z 149 might also be
absent because it has a m/z ratio close to the m/z ratio of another precursor ion (glutamic
acid), and so as it is formed, it might be further dissociated by the waveform used to
dissociate glutamic acid. A third product ion that is not observed is m/z 130 from
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tryptophan. The reason for this is that glutamic acid also gives rise to a product ion at
this m/z ratio. Because glutamic acid has an intensity ratio >100, m/z 130 is encoded with
its intensity ratio. Coincident ions such as these (product ions that have the same m/z as a
product ion from a different precursor) could be deconvoluted by acquiring a third or
tertiary spectrum that would result in precursor ion intensities being changed by a
different ratio.
It should be noted that the relatively few product ions that are observed in these
tandem mass spectra are due to the small size of the precursor ions that were chosen.
Most of the ions have very few dissociation channels.

Compound choice in these

experiments was dictated by the limited m/z range (~ 350 Da) of the miniature ion trap
used in these experiments. This limited mass range can be circumvented by improving
the miniature ion trap design to minimize RF discharge at higher V or by lowering the
ejection qx to extend the working m/z range.

2.4 Conclusions
We have demonstrated that a miniature RIT mass spectrometer is capable of
performing multiplexed MS/MS. A multiplexed MS/MS approach is advantageous for
the analysis of complex mixtures in the field as separation techniques are not as readily
coupled to portable MS instrumentation. To accomplish multiplexed MS/MS on the
miniature ion trap, we implement an ion intensity encoding scheme in which the changes
in precursor ion intensities between a primary spectrum and secondary spectrum are
transferred to their corresponding product ions.

This method is straightforward to

implement as the ion intensity encoding scheme simply requires ion accumulation to be
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carried out at two different LMCO values. Such a simple encoding scheme is possible
because there exists a reproducible and predictable relationship between ion intensity and
the LMCO used during external ion accumulation. In this work, we demonstrated that
multiplexed MS/MS could be performed on five ions by acquiring only two product ion
spectra, and all the resulting product ions could be correctly correlated with their
associated precursor ions. In theory, this multiplexed approach could be applied to a
greater number of precursor ions, and future work will extend this approach to more
complicated samples and ions with higher m/z ratios.
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CHAPTER 3

USING METAL COMPLEX ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS IN A MINIATURE
RECTILINEAR ION TRAP MASS SPECTROMETER TO DETECT CHEMICAL
WARFARE AGENTS

3.1 Introduction
Due to the inherent selectivity possible in ion-molecule reaction chemistry, we are
investigating a new approach for the detection of CWAs that relies on the ability of
coordinatively unsaturated metal-ligand complex ions to react with CWA molecules
(Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 Open coordination sites on metal complexes available for binding CWA
analyte molecules.

Such reactions are inherently gentle, and choice of the metal and ligands allows
great flexibility in terms of optimizing selectivity. In addition, ion-molecule reactions
between coordinatively unsaturated metal complexes and neutral gases have been
extensively explored,1-22 providing ample precedent for choosing the appropriate metalligand combinations. Coordinatively unsaturated divalent metal complexes react readily
in the gas phase with neutral molecules that exhibit a significant dipole. Previous work
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from our group has investigated the gas phase reactivity of four-coordinate complexes of
first-row transition metal ions bound to both tetradentate and bidentate ligands.23 The
inherent reactivity of these metal complexes was found to be influenced by the identity of
the metal ion center and the ligand functional groups bound to the metal center.1,11 We
propose that the high reactivity of coordinatively unsaturated metal complexes could be
used to target CWAs because many CWAs have functional groups capable of binding to
such metal complex ions. Due to the highly toxic nature of CWAs and the fact that their
use is restricted in many laboratories, simulant compounds were chosen in this work to
investigate this new detection scheme.

3.2 Chemical warfare agent simulants
A number of compounds have been used as CWA simulants,24 although an ideal
simulant would mimic the physical-chemical property of interest without its associated
toxicological properties.

We investigated three mimics [dipropyl sulfide (DS),

acetonitrile (ACN), and diethyl phosphite (DEHP)] for four CWAs [mustard gas/bis-(2chloroethyl)sulfide
sarin/isopropyl

(HD),

tabun/O-ethyl

dimethylamidophosphorylcyanide

methylphosphonofluoridate

(GB),

(GA),

soman/pinacolyl

methylphosphonofluoridate (GD), and VX]. The structures of each simulant along with
the corresponding CWAs are depicted in Figure 3.2. We are interested in the part of the
CWAs that exhibits a strong dipole and is somewhat polarizable, enabling effective
complexation by the metal centers of a given coordinatively unsaturated metal complex
ion. Therefore, the sulfide group in DS/HD, the nitrile group in ACN/GA, and the
organophosphonate group in DEHP/GA, GD, GB, and VX are the functional groups that
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could be targeted with our approach. For a simulant molecule to effectively titrate a
metal complex’s open coordination sites, a few characteristics have been shown to be
important.

These include dipole moments (DM), gas-phase basicities (GPB), and

polarizabilities.25 Generally these are good indicators of a molecule’s ability to donate
electron density to a metal, and therefore are useful to gauge the simulant’s ligating
abilities to the coordinatively unsaturated metal complex ion in the gas-phase.

Figure 3.2 Simulants (dipropyl sulfide:1, acetonitrile: 2, diethyl phosphite: 3) for
chemical warfare agents (mustard gas: 4, tabun: 5, sarin: 6, VX: 7, soman: 8) chosen for
this study.
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3.3 Experimental
3.3.1 Instrumentation
All experiments were performed on the Mini 10 miniature rectilinear ion trap
mass spectrometer constructed at Purdue University (West Lafayette, IN, USA).26 Both
the internal electron ionization filament and a homebuilt electrospray ionization source
were used to generate ions. Ion generation in the ESI source relied on the application of a
3 kV potential and used N2 as a nebulizing gas. The introduction of analyte vapor for EI
or for the ion-molecule reactions was accomplished via a tubular PMDS membrane
present within the vacuum manifold. The membrane outlet was connected to a miniature
KNF Neuberger 1.3-1.6 L/min sample pump (NMP015), which allowed the sample to be
pulled through the membrane tubing and diffuse into the vacuum chamber. A gas-tight
sampling flask created from a modified Erlenmeyer flask with entrance and exit
stopcocks was used as a container for the analyte vapor and functioned as a controllable
means for introducing the analyte into the PDMS membrane.

In order to create a

consistent and known concentration of desired analyte, the sampling flask was used as a
closed loop system with the entrance stopcock connected to the entrance of the PDMS
membrane and the exit stopcock connected to the sampling pump. Metal complex ions
were generated by ESI and transferred into the gas phase via a discontinuous atmospheric
pressure interface.27 The sample flow rate for ESI was 150 µL/hr, and the N2 nebulizing
gas pressure was 40 psi.
In some experiments, the PDMS membrane was heated to improve the diffusion
of the CWA simulants into the vacuum system. Membrane heating was achieved using a
10 W 1 3/4 in x 2 11/16 in line heater with a type K thermocouple (01702783A, Watlow,
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Winona, MN, USA) that was monitored and regulated by a thermal loop controller (EZZONE PM6C1AKH-AAAAAA, Watlow, Winona, MN, USA). For experiments utilizing
a second DAPI valve (390NC24330, ASCO Valve Inc. Florham Park, NJ, USA), the
valve was triggered by the 0-24 V pulsed DC signal used to open the first DAPI valve.
The 24 V signal was first voltage divided to 8 V using external BNC resistors connected
in parallel (25 Ω) and an internal 50 Ω resistor inside a model DG535, four-channel
digital delay/pulse generator (DDPG) (Stanford Research Inc., Sunnyvale, CA). The
non-delayed 5 V TTL trigger output pulse from the DDPG was directed to the BNC input
on an Iota One Pulse Driver (Parker Automation, Pine Brook, NJ) to control the delay
between DAPI (I) and DAPI (II), to power DAPI (II), and to adjust the length of time
DAPI (II) was open. The signals for both DAPI (I) and DAPI (II) were continuously
monitored with a Tektronix TDS 3014 four-channel color digital phosphor oscilloscope
(Tektronix USA, Richardson, TX). An overview of the instrumental set-up for the
second DAPI valve is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 Dual DAPI interface instrumental set-up.
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3.3.2 Reagents
Ligands used in this study, including 2,2’-(ethylenedioxy)bis(ethylamine), 1,4,10trioxa-7,13-diaza-cyclopentadecane (Kryptofix® 21), 8-hydroxyquinoline, 12-crown-4,
15-crown-5, triethylene glycol, and those used for limit of detection (LOD) studies
(Figure 3.4) including triethylenetetramine (trien), 2-2’-bipyridine (bpy), and 1,10–
phenanthroline monohydrate (phen), were all obtained from Sigma Aldrich Chemical Co.
(St. Louis, MO, USA).

Cyclam (1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane) and 1,5,8,12-

tetraazadodecane were obtained from Strem Chemicals, Inc. (Newburyport, MA, USA).
NiCl2, MnCl2, and CoCl2 were all obtained from Fisher Scientific Co. (Fair Lawn, NJ,
USA), while CuCl2 from J.T. Baker Chemical Co. (Phillipsburg, NJ, USA) and
Zn(CH3COO)2 from Sigma Aldrich Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). Both phen and
bpy were initially dissolved in methanol, with subsequent dilutions in water. Solutions of
trien and NiCl2 were made with water. Metal complexes were prepared by mixing a
NiCl2 solution with the appropriate stoichiometric amount of the ligand of interest in
100% water to a final concentration of 50 µM. Chemical warfare agent simulants (Figure
3.2; #1-3), dipropyl sulfide and diethyl phosphite, were obtained from Sigma Aldrich
Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA), and acetonitrile was obtained from Fisher Scientific
Co. (Fair Lawn, NJ, USA).
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Figure 3.4 Ligands used in this work: 1= 2-2’-bipyridine, 2= 1,10-phenanthroline, and
3= triethylenetetramine, 4= 15-crown-5, 5= 12-crown-4, 6= triethylene glycol, 7= 1,4,10trioxa-7,13-diaza-cyclopentadecane, 8= 1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane, 9= 1,5,8,12tetraazadodecane,
10=
2-2’-(ethylenedioxy)bis(ethylamine),
and
11=
8hydroxyquinoline.

3.2.3 Sample preparation and introduction
Serial dilutions of gaseous analyte samples were prepared from their respective
saturated headspace vapor pressures (ACN: 88.8 mmHg28; DS: 6.45 mmHg29; DEHP:
11.2 mmHg30 at room temperature). Equation 3.1 allowed the headspace concentration
for ACN to be corrected for temperature changes and was used to calculate the vapor
pressure used in these experiments (86.13 mmHg).
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To generate a source of saturated headspace vapor, between 200 and 400 µL of
pure liquid analyte was placed in a 279 mL flask and sealed with a rubber stopper (Fisher
Scientific Co.; Fair Lawn, NJ, USA).

This stock headspace flask was allowed to

equilibrate for 1.5 to 2 hours. Once the headspace above the pure liquid was saturated
with analyte, gaseous samples were removed using 10-10,000 µL gas-tight syringes
(Hamilton; Reno, NV, USA) and injected (if necessary) into a second stoppered dilution
flask.

The saturated vapor pressures of ACN, DS, and DEHP yield headspace

concentrations of 113329, 8486, and 14736 ppm respectively.

After a one minute

equilibration period, another volume of analyte vapor was removed and transferred to the
sampling flask already connected to the instrument. With both stopcocks closed, the
sampling flask was allowed to equilibrate for one minute before the stopcocks were
opened and the sampling pump was turned on. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5 Gas phase dilution and sample introduction system.

In both EI and ESI experiments, the analyte vapor was sampled for five minutes
and allowed to diffuse through the membrane. The total volume for the sampling flask,
associated connection tubing, stainless steel feed-through tubing, and PDMS membrane
was approximately 1123 mL.

Therefore, the contents of the sampling flask were

exchanged approximately seven times during the course of the five minute sampling
period. Stock headspace flasks for both ACN and DS were used for an entire series of
concentrations, while the dilution and sampling flasks were purged and cleaned between
successive samples.

As a result, the concentration of analyte vapor in the stock

headspace flasks increased with each aliquot removal. The small volume of liquid
analyte remaining in the bottom of the flasks replenished the sudden drop in gaseous
analyte volume after sampling. Appropriate corrections for this effect were made in the
analysis of the data. However, this was not a concern for experiments performed with
DEHP, as each sample concentration was made from a fresh saturated headspace source.
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Between consecutive samples a control experiment was conducted where fresh
background air from the sampling flask was pulled though the system. By doing so, any
elevated baseline or carryover could be corrected for as the concentration of samples
being run increased. It is important to note that both ACN and DS have relatively quick
diffusion rates through the PDMS membrane and are able to be detected soon after
sampling.

Additionally, these analytes are also quickly removed from the

membrane/vacuum system once the sampling flask is disconnected. In contrast, DEHP is
extremely slow at penetrating and being removed from the PDMS membrane. Data were
generally collected ~6 hours after the contents of the sampling flask (DEHP) were
injected. The signal intensity was only averaged and used for the calibration curves after
DEHP-related signal had stabilized and reached an equilibrium. In EI experiments the
signal fluctuated slightly between replicates. To account for this fluctuation, the peak at
.

m/z 18 (H2O+ ) acted as an internal standard and was divided by the total simulant-related
ion abundance for either DS or ACN.

3.2.4 Scan function design and mass analysis
The ion trap scan functions for EI included four periods: (1) ionization during
which electrons were accelerated through an 80 V electric field (2 ms), (2) multiplier
warm-up (4 ms), (3) ion acquisition via an RF amplitude ramp (RF frequency = 970 kHz)
and resonance ejection signal (supplementary AC frequency =345 kHz) (150 ms), and (4)
post-scan (20 ms). The scan function (Figure 3.6) used for the ion-molecule reactions
with the metal complex ions consisted of seven periods: (1) metal complex ion
introduction from ESI via the DAPI source (13 ms), (2) vacuum system pump down (750
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ms), (3) metal complex ion isolation (50 ms), (4) ion-molecule reaction (variable, but
usually 2000 ms), (5) multiplier warm-up (4 ms), (6) ion acquisition via an RF amplitude
ramp (RF frequency = 970 kHz) and resonance ejection signal (supplementary AC
frequency =345 kHz) (85 ms), and (7) post-scan delay (100 ms).

Figure 3.6 Scan function for metal complex ion introduction and reaction.

3.2.5 Quantitative analysis
Calibration curves were constructed by using the ion abundances of the ionmolecule product(s) or the molecular and fragment ion peaks generated during EI and
were plotted versus simulant concentration. Least squares fits were obtained from the
linear sections of each curve. The widely used definition of detection limit as defined in
Equation 3.2 was used to calculate the signal detection limit (ydl) where yblank is the
average of the blank samples, t is value of the Student’s t and is fixed at 3 as
recommended by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry,31,32 and s is the
standard deviation of the blank measurements.
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Signal detection limits were then

substituted into the equations acquired from the least squares fits in order to calculate the
minimum detectable concentrations for each simulant (concentration detection limit).

ydl  y blank  t (s)

(3.2)

3.3 Results and discussion
A series of divalent transition metal ions were used with various chelating ligands
to examine (a) the ability of these metal complexes to form ions in the gas phase, (b) the
ability of the metal complex ions to react with simulant(s) of interest, and (c) the extent to
which the metal complex ion reacted with the CWA simulant(s) of interest with the
results summarized in Table 3.1. Shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8, the complex formed
between Co(II) and 1,4,10-trioxa-7,13-diaza-cyclopentadecane (Kryptofix® 21) is highly
reactive with DS, whereas the complex formed from substitution of Cu(II) for Co(II) with
Kryptofix exhibits no reactivity towards DS. A 2000 ms reaction time was found to be
the best reaction time for maximizing the adduct signal because the reactions reach an
equilibrium after this time period. This result is consistent with previous work on similar
metal complexes undergoing reactions with small molecules.23 While such a relatively
long reaction time could result in ion losses from the miniature ion trap, we observe
relatively steady metal complex ion abundances over this time period, with fluctuations
of roughly ± 20% (Figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.7 2000 ms reaction with Co(Kryptofix)2+ and ~10 ppb DS, indicating high
reactivity towards this simulant.
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Figure 3.8 2000 ms interaction with Cu(Krytofix)2+ and ~10 ppb DS, indicating lack of
reactivity towards this simulant.
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Figure 3.9 Stability plot of Ni(phen)22+ for various reaction times in the mRIT.
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Table 3.1 Reactivity grid for various divalent metal ion complexes with DS.

(1) 1,10-phenanthroline
(1) 2-2’-bipyridine
(1) triethylenetetramine
(4) 15-crown-5
(4) 12-crown-4
(3) triethylene glycol
(5) 1,4,10-trioxa-7,13-diaza-cyclopentadecane
(2) 1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane
(1) 1,5,8,12-tetraazadodecane
2-2’-(ethylenedioxy)bis(ethylamine)
8-hydroxyquinoline

Ni2+ Cu2+ Mn2+ Co2+ Zn2+ Fe2+
◘
▲
◘
◘
▲
◘
◘
▲
◘
◘
▲
◘
◘
▲
▲
◘
▲
▲
◘
▲
◘
▲
►
►
◘
►
▲
◘
►
►
▲
▲
Χ
Χ
Χ
Χ
▲
▲
◘
◘
◘/▲ Χ
▲
▲
▲
▲
►
▲
◘/▲ ◘/▲
►
◘/▲ ◘/▲ ►
Χ
Χ

Key:
The numbers in parentheses correspond to the ligand categorization; see text below.
◘ : complex is observed, remains after a 2000 ms reaction period, and reacts with low
[DS]
◘ : complex is observed, remains after a 2000 ms reaction period, and reacts with low
[DS] (although product ion signal is poor)
▲ : complex is observed and remains after a 2000 ms reaction period but does not react
with DS
▲ : complex is observed in low abundance and remains after a 2000 ms reaction period
but does not react with DS
► : complex is observed but does not remain after a 2000 ms reaction period and does
not react with DS
► : complex is observed in low abundance but does not remain after a 2000 ms reaction
period and does not react with DS
Χ : complex is not observed

To prove a viable technique, the proper choice of metal and ligand for optimal
reaction with the analyte is crucial, as the detection of CWAs is necessary at very low
levels. There exists a compromise between choosing complexes that are so reactive that
stable complex ions cannot be formed, and therefore reacted with the CWA simulants,
and choosing complexes that are readily ionized but too stable to react efficiently with the
CWA simulants. The ligands shown in Table 3.1 can be divided into several categories.
These include ligands that (1) contain only N donor atoms and are flexible, (2) contain
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only N donor atoms and are macrocyclic, (3) contain only O donor atoms and are
flexible, (4) contain only O donor atoms and are macrocyclic, and (5) contain both N and
O donor atoms and are macrocyclic. From the results in Table 3.1, we note two general
trends. First, Ni(II) appears to typically be the best metal for creating complex ions that
are stable enough to be trapped for extended periods of time, while displaying reactivity
with low levels of DS. Both Co(II) and Mn(II) are able to form complexes with some of
the ligands and react with DS, while most Cu(II), Zn(II), Fe(II) complexes show little to
no reactivity with DS. This is consistent with previous ion-molecule reaction studies
from our group that indicate four coordinate Ni(II) complexes tend to be among the most
reactive coordinatively unsaturated metal complexes.1
Second, most ligands in categories 1 and 4 best form complexes with Ni(II),
Co(II), and Mn(II) that exhibit reactivity towards DS. Category 3 and 4 ligands both
contain only O donor atoms. Metal complexes with more nitrogen donor groups have
been shown to bind analytes in the gas phase more weakly than metal complexes with
oxygen donor groups.25 According to the Hard Soft Acid Base (HSAB) principle, hard
acids (metal ions) interact more favorably with hard bases (ligand donor groups), while
soft acids are able to interact more favorably with soft bases. These metal ions in this
study are typically classified as borderline acids, and therefore interact more favorably
with borderline bases such as those ligands with nitrogen-containing groups. Oxygencontaining groups are classified as hard bases, resulting in weaker metal-ligand
interactions. More favorable interactions result in greater electron density on the metal,
which in turn usually decreases the strength of simulant binding interaction. Although
the HSAB principle may be useful in providing insight as to why category 4 ligands are
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reactive, it does not fully explain why metal complexes containing triethylene glycol
(category 3) do not react with DS in the gas phase.

Although triethylene glycol

complexes form for Ni(II) and Mn(II), the ion intensity of these complexes significantly
decrease after a 2000 ms reaction period. This suggests that these complexes are quite
reactive; possibly reacting with other neutrals in the vacuum system to form higher m/z
ions that are not detected within our scan range. Unlike the flexible triethylene glycol
ligand, both 15-crown-5 and 12-crown-4 (category 4) are macrocyclic oxygen-containing
ligands. It is well known that the size and shape of the ligand cavity in macrocyclic
complexes influences metal-ligand stability.33 A good fit leads to a stable complex, while
a poor fit leads to unstable complex. This stabilization effect with macrocyclic ligand
binding may help explain why category 4 complexes are less reactive and can be trapped
and reacted with DS for 2000 ms. These macrocyclic complexes, however, are very
reactive with background water and methanol as indicated by adducts with these
molecules after a 2000 ms reaction period. These observations indicate that these
complexes are perhaps too reactive as they preferentially bind water and methanol that
are present at higher concentrations in the vacuum system than DS. Such a high level of
reactivity towards non-target molecules makes these complexes unsuitable as reagent
ions for CWAs. Category 5 ligands can also behave similarly, as demonstrated in Figure
3.7.
Category 1 and 2 ligands contain only N donor atoms. The stabilizing effect of
macrocyclic ligand binding coupled with the increased electron density on the metal
center when bound to nitrogen donor atoms likely explains why the category 2 ligand
cyclam is not reactive with DS. These types of ligands are known metal ion chelators
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where the strength of the interaction is governed by both the metal’s ionic radius and the
chelate ring size.34 Very stable transition metal complexes with relatively high in-plane
ligand fields form especially with Ni(II) and Cu(II).35-37 Metal binding for category 1
ligands is not controlled by the intramolecular cavity of the ligand. Such four-coordinate
complexes with d8 Ni(II) are well known to be stable as square-planar structures.38-40
However, Ni(phen)22+ has been reported to have a very high reactivity with NH3 in the
gas phase.23 Evidently, the relatively bulky aromatic rings of the phen ligands force the
Ni(phen)22+ complex into a high-spin tetrahedral geometry.23 Addition of the fifth donor
group to its coordination sphere stabilizes the transition from a four-coordinate
tetrahedral complex to a five-coordinate square-pyramidal complex as indicated by
molecular orbital stabilization energy (MOSE) calculations.23 Ligand functional groupinduced geometric variations in Ni(II) complexes are well documented,41 and similar
effects upon DS coordination may stabilize the d orbitals on a given metal with these
complexes.
Based on the observations in Table 3.1, we chose several Ni(II)-category 1 ligand
complexes to react with the CWA simulants. These complexes were stabile for the 2000
ms reaction period and selectively reacted with DS at analytically useful concentrations.
In all cases, simple adducts are formed with either one or two simulant molecules added.
As examples, in Figure 3.10 it can be seen that Ni(trien)2+ (m/z 102) reacts to add up to
two DEHP molecules, Ni(phen)22+ (m/z 209) adds up to two ACN molecules, and
Ni(bpy)22+ (m/z 185) adds one DS molecule after 2000 ms reactions. In general, we
found that the studied metal complex ions were able to add up to two ACN molecules,
while Ni(trien)2+ was the only complex ion able to add two DS or DEHP molecules.
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Figure 3.10 Mass spectra for (a) Ni(trien)2+ with DEHP, (b) Ni(bipy)22+ with DS, and (c)
Ni(phen)22+ with ACN.
To investigate the sensitivity of these metal complex ion-molecule reactions, ion
abundances of the adduct peaks were investigated as a function of simulant
concentration. To minimize fluctuations from one experiment to the next, these adduct
ion abundances were normalized to the total ion abundances of all the metal complex ions
species. A representative plot for the reaction of Ni(trien)2+ with DS is shown in Figure
3.11.
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Figure 3.11 Ion abundance of the adduct of Ni(trien)2+ and DS as a function of DS
concentration.

At high analyte concentrations, the linearity of the plots is lost, and so these points
are not included in the least squares fits.

The loss of linearity at higher analyte

concentrations is expected because the unadducted metal complex ions completely react
away at higher analyte concentrations, and they approach this limit in a non-linear way.
Similar plots were generated for each metal complex with the various CWA simulants,
and the results are summarized in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12 CWA simulant detection summary accomplished with Ni complexes where
m is the slope or sensitivity, and LCt50 values express the product of the concentration
and length of exposure at which 50% of the exposed population will die as a result of
their exposure.

Several observations can be made from the results in Figure 3.12. First, the order
of reactivity for all three metal complex ions is DS > ACN >> DEHP. For example, the
LOD for Ni(phen)22+ with ACN and DS was 2.9 and 34.7 ppb respectively, while for
DEHP it was found to be 20.7 ppm. Second, for each simulant compound studied the
sensitivity is greatest for the Ni(phen)22+ and usually the least for the Ni(trien)2+ complex.
The LOD values, however, do not always correlate perfectly with the sensitivities
(calibration slopes) for each complex because of different levels of background noise
around the detected product ion. For example, Ni(trien)2+ has the lowest LOD for ACN,
even though this complex has the lowest sensitivity for this simulant. This apparent
inconsistency is due to a relatively low background noise around m/z 123, which
corresponds to the [Ni(trien)(ACN)]2+ complex. The consistent trend in sensitivity for
the different metal complexes suggests that further variations to the coordination sphere
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around the metal could lead to even greater sensitivity.

Lastly, our experimentally

estimated LODs are below the reported LCt50 values42 for both tabun (ACN as the
simulant) and mustard gas (DS as the simulant). These LCt50 values are presented in
terms of concentration per unit time and are often used to indicate the comparative
efficacy of CWAs. We have found that a 15 s time period (i.e. the total length of scan
function with five averages) is sufficient to produce a stable mass spectrum in our ionmolecule reaction analyses.

Because there is a simple relationship between the

concentration of nerve agent inhaled and the time of exposure that is lethal, the LCt50
values for a 15 s analysis time is well within the capabilities of our approach for detecting
these molecules. Unfortunately, we have found that DEHP diffuses very slowly (~ 6 h)
through the PDMS membrane, unlike DS and ACN where the ion signal for both of these
simulants stabilizes after only a couple of minutes. This is likely the reason we cannot
detect DEHP at as low of a concentration as the other simulants (Figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.13 Ion abundance profiles for (a) DS and (b) DEHP, indicating their different
diffusion rates through the PDMS membrane.

The low LOD values obtained for these gases compare very favorably to electron
ionization analysis, which is a standard means of ionizing and detecting such CWAs by
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MS. To evaluate our method for CWA detection, each simulant was directly ionized by
EI, and sensitivities and LOD values were determined (Figure 3.14). The LOD values for
ACN and DS are clearly not as good as for the reactions with the metal complex ions.
Indeed, the LODs are about 2 orders of magnitude higher than our LODs from the ionmolecule reactions. The sensitivity and LOD measurements for DEHP were difficult to
obtain because we could not obtain EI signals at concentrations below 50 ppm. Again,
this likely reflects the slow rate at which this molecule diffuses through the PDMS
membrane. Experiments at higher concentrations were not deemed necessary because of
safety considerations and the extensive time needed to sufficiently clear the system for
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Figure 3.14 Electron ionization detection versus ion-molecule reaction based detection
where m is the slope or sensitivity, and LCt 50 values express the product of the
concentration and length of exposure at which 50% of the exposed population will die as
a result of their exposure.

Another feature of EI detection that compares unfavorably with our ion-molecule
reaction approach is that more complex mass spectra typically result because of the
analyte fragmentation that occurs during EI. The gentle nature of the ion-molecule
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reactions avoids any analyte fragmentation. Figure 3.15 shows an example EI mass
spectrum of DS. Unlike the mass spectra with the metal complex ions in which only two
or three significant peaks are observed, the EI mass spectrum of this relatively small
molecule contains numerous peaks due to significant analyte fragmentation. In addition
to the molecular ion peak at m/z 118, fragment ions corresponding to the loss of 29 (m/z
89) (α-cleavage), 57 (m/z 61) (McLafferty rearrangement), 71 (m/z 47) (hydride transfer),
and 75 (m/z 43) (ipso cleavage) are observed. In determining the EI-related sensitivity
and LOD, the ion abundances for all of these ions were summed, but obviously in a more
complex real-world sample a large number of ions related to one compound would
complicate the analysis.
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Figure 3.15 EI mass spectrum of 70 ppm DS showing the molecular ion at m/z 118
.
(DS+ ) and several fragment ions.
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3.4 Additional analyte introduction strategies
Our initial investigations of coordinatively unsaturated metal complex ions as
reagent ions for detecting CWA simulants indicate that this method is a promising new
approach. There are ways, however, to further improve the sensitivity and scope of this
method. One way to improve sensitivity is to improve the means by which the CWA
simulant is introduced into the vacuum system. The current membrane system slowly
introduces the analyte molecules, but simple heating of this membrane can dramatically
improve the concentrations of the analyte molecules in the vacuum system. The PDMS
membrane can be conductively heated by a temperature controlled line heater wrapped
around an aluminum core that surrounds the analyte introduction capillary (Figure 3.16).

Figure 3.16 Temperature controlled heated analyte introduction capillary.

A similar concept has been employed in trap-and-release membrane introduction
MS (MIMS),43 where a membrane is kept cool by the continual flow of liquid sample.
The flow is then briefly interrupted, and during this period the membrane is heated
causing the vaporization of semi-volatile organic compounds that had accumulated in the
membrane. The heat is generally provided by the internal EI filament used for ionization
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of the analytes; we likely observe enhanced analyte diffusion through the PDMS
membrane in our EI experiments as well. Initial investigations of this heating approach
show that the adducted peak profile resembles that of EI (Figure 3.17), indicating that
ACN does indeed diffuse more rapidly into the vacuum chamber when the membrane is
heated. As a result, detection limits can be lowered to <1 ppb for Ni(phen)22+.
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Figure 3.17 ACN detection profile for non-heated ESI (black trace), heated ESI (green
trace), and EI (red trace).

Membrane permeation rates are affected by temperature, although this occurs in
two competing ways.44

Although the diffusivity of the analyte increases with

temperature, the solubility in the membrane can decrease with temperature.

It is

important to note that the decreased solubility in the membrane with increased
temperature has the ability to offset the increased diffusivity for some compounds. Often
the generalization is made that air monitoring is best done at ambient temperatures,
whereas water monitoring is better suited to be performed at elevated temperatures.
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Unhindered analyte introduction can also be accomplished by complete removal
of the PDMS membrane. As the membrane maintains a pressure differential between
atmospheric conditions and the vacuum manifold, a second valve must be used to control
the influx of gaseous analyte while maintaining low pressure working conditions. A
second DAPI valve has previously been implemented on a rectilinear ion trap to study the
gas dynamic effects on ion trapping and mass analysis by introducing multiple flows of
gases and/or ions.45 Further development of this configuration using a miniature linear
ion trap (LIT) with hyperbolic electrodes explored the possibility of using helium instead
of air as the buffer gas.46 In our experiments a new scan function (Figure 3.18) was
applied where the neutral analyte vapor was introduced by a second DAPI valve (DAPI
(II)) after trapping, cooling, and isolating the ion of interest produced after ion injection
through the first DAPI valve (DAPI (I)).

Figure 3.18 Scan function used for analyte introduction through a second DAPI valve
(DAPI (II)).

As illustrated in Figure 3.18, DAPI (II) has a much longer open time than DAPI
(I).

We have found that instrument performance did not suffer with DAPI (II)
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introduction times as high as 100-150 ms. This is consistent with previously reported
results where a laboratory-scale mass spectrometer with a DAPI-RIT-DAPI configuration
had a flow conductance about 1000 times smaller for DAPI (II), when compared with
DAPI (I).45
For a DAPI-MS system, the pressure inside the vacuum manifold significantly
increases when a DAPI valve is opened and the incoming gas flow exceeds the pumping
speed of the instrument. The average amount of gas injected (n), and the average flow
rate (n’) are given by Equations 3.3 and 3.4.

n

(P2max  P2min )V P2max V

RT
RT

n' 

P2max V
RT t

(3.3)

(3.4)

In these equations, P2max is the maximum pressure allowed inside the vacuum
manifold, P2min is the lowest pressure of the manifold, V is the volume of the vacuum
manifold, T is temperature, R is the universal gas constant, and Δt is the open time for the
pinch valve. As the total amount of ion/gas transfer is not dependent on the pumping
speed of the system, the vacuum manifold in a DAPI-MS system effectively serves as a
vacuum capacitor during sample introduction. The flow conductance during the open
time of DAPI (II) is much smaller than that of DAPI (I) due to a decrease in the
difference of P2max and P2min, which allows a wider range in the adjustment of time for
DAPI (II) to bring in analyte vapor.
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Introducing the analyte vapor via a second DAPI valve still allows CWA
simulants to be detected as illustrated in Figure 3.19. Upon opening a second DAPI
valve for 100 ms to introduce ACN just after isolating Ni(phen)22+, a large increase in the
ACN adduct (m/z 229.7) is observed (Figure 3.19, right vs. Figure 3.19, left).
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Figure 3.19 (left) No DAPI (II) and 2000 ms reaction with Ni(phen)22+. (right) DAPI (II)
open for 100 ms and 2000 ms reaction with Ni(phen)22+.
Although some changes occur in some of the non-identified peaks, the
complexation with ACN is particularly peculiar as no ACN was introduced into the
system, or had been introduced into the system for an extended period of time. The
occurrence of this ion-molecule reaction product suggests that ACN is either present in
background air (ACN is commonly used as a liquid chromatography (LC) mobile phase
in the lab), or is a contaminant within the system from previous sampling. Additionally,
earlier results (Figure 3.10c) have shown that Ni(phen)22+ is able to add up to two ACN
molecules, although in the mass spectrum shown on the right in Figure 3.19, only one
ACN molecule is added to Ni(phen)22+. To further examine this behavior, a small bottle
of ACN was placed in front of the DAPI (II) inlet capillary and the neat headspace was
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sampled for a few seconds while Ni(bpy)22+ was isolated and reacted for 2000 ms (Figure
3.20).
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Figure 3.20 (left) No DAPI (II) and 2000 ms reaction with Ni(bpy)22+ after neat ACN
headspace sampled. (right) DAPI (II) open for 100 ms and 2000 ms reaction with
Ni(bpy)22+ after neat ACN headspace sampled.
Due to the high concentration of ACN in the system, we observe a small peak at
m/z 203.9 corresponding to the complexation of ACN when a 2000 ms reaction time is
used with the isolated Ni(bpy)22+ ions (Figure 3.20 right). However, when DAPI (II)
opens, the [Ni(bpy)2(ACN)]2+ peak dominates the mass spectrum on the right and
uncomplexed Ni(bpy)22+ is no longer observed. Similar to the results with Ni(phen)22+,
the +2 ACN adduct peak is either quite small, or not present even under these conditions
where full strength ACN vapor was sampled.
Although we currently do not have an explanation for why the addition of only
one ACN molecule with these metal complexes is observed, the increased pressure
trapped ions experience during the opening of the second DAPI valve appears to have a
significant affect on the detection of this simulant. The flow from a second DAPI valve
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incorporated into a DAPI-RIT-DAPI system in previous work showed increase ion
dissociation through collisions with introduced molecules from air.45 Perhaps a similar
behavior occurs in our dual DAPI set-up where trapped ions are disturbed by the gas flow
(DAPI (II) opening) and move away from the center axis of the RIT. As this occurs, the
ions could pick up energy from the RF field47,48 which would subsequently increase the
collision rate with background ACN molecules in the vacuum chamber.

Increased

collision rates at higher pressures have been described, and the increased number of
collisions can result in more efficient dissociation of ions induced by excessive ionneutral interactions.49 Furthermore, the presence of other gas molecules in conditions
where the manifold pressure rises to ~10-1 to 10-2 Torr after the opening of a second
DAPI valve may help stabilize the initially formed [M(L)n + simulant]x+* to [M(L)n +
simulant]x+ by collisional cooling. Although removal of the PDMS membrane was done
in efforts to enhance the detection of DEHP, the presence of background ACN saturated
the system and inhibited further studies at low DEHP concentrations. It is conceivable
that if the instrument was thoroughly cleaned and operated in an environment free of
ACN contamination, the dual DAPI arrangement may provide lower detection limits for
DEHP and other simulants slow to diffuse through the MIMS membrane.

3.5 Metal complex ion tunability
A closer look at the reactivity trends for the metal complex ions with each
simulant (i.e. Figure 3.12) also suggests that the scope of this method can be expanded by
tuning the metal complex for even more sensitive and perhaps more selective analyses.
The addition of only one DS or DEHP molecule to both Ni(phen)22+ and Ni(bpy)22+
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results in five coordinate complexes, but our previous work has shown that Ni(II), more
than any other first-row divalent metal, prefers to form six coordinate complexes.1 Very
likely the relatively bulky sulfide and phosphite functional groups, as compared to the
less bulky nitrile functional group in acetonitrile, prevent the addition of two DS and
DEHP molecules, especially for the complexes with more bulky phen and bpy ligands
sets. This observation implies that CWAs with bulkier functional groups may react more
effectively with complexes that have less hindered ligands around the metal center, and
this suggests a way to improve sensitivity toward these CWAs. On the other hand, using
metal complex ions with more hindered ligand sets may offer a way to selectively detect
CWAs with less bulky functional groups. Substituents present on the ligand can also
create added bulkiness to the complex. As shown in Figure 3.21, the Ni(cyclam)2+
complex exhibits reactivity towards ACN, whereas the addition of methyl groups to the
amine nitrogens of this ligand (1,4,8,11-tetramethyl-1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane)
inhibits ACN from binding (lack of product ion at m/z 177.6). This is consistent with
previous results where the trimethylated version of DIEN-(py)2 (Tri-Me-DIEN-(py)2) had
a much lower equilibrium constant than the non-methylated form with ACN.50 As with
Tri-Me-DIEN-(py)2, the combination of inductive effects, reduced effective (Mullikan)
charge on Ni(II), and steric effects likely play a role in the reactivity differences observed
in Figure 3.21. Further evidence of complex tunability can be seen in the reactivity of
Co(trien)2+ with ACN and DS (Figure 3.22).
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Figure 3.21 (left) Ni(cyclam)2+ reactivity towards ACN and (right) Ni(tetra-methyl
cyclam)2+ lack of reactivity towards ACN.
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Figure 3.22 (left) Co(trien)2+ in the presence of high background ACN. (right)
Co(trien)2+ control shown in black trace and Co(trien)2+ with ~25 ppb DS shown in red
trace.
When Co(trien)2+ is reacted with DS at ~25 ppb, it is clear from the mass
spectrum on the right in Figure 3.22, there is an increase in m/z 162.7, which corresponds
to [Co(trien)(DS)]2+. This concentration of DS is close to the LOD observed with
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Ni(trien)2+. Co(trien)2+, however, does not react with ACN at high concentrations that
are present due to contamination (Figure 3.22, left), even though Ni(trien)2+ did react
with ACN at this level; no ion corresponding to [Co(trien)(DS)]2+ is confidently detected.
Although the ion at m/z 125.3 is close to the expected mass of the [Co(trien)(DS)]2+
product, the mass difference (45.0) between this ion and Co(trien)2+ suggests that it does
not correspond to ACN which has a mass of 41.0. This result indicates that metal-ligand
complexes may have selectivity towards particular simulant molecules. Depending on
the particular metal complex, the metal-based d orbitals may have better or worse overlap
with the appropriate orbitals of a given reagent molecule,25 thereby increasing the
reactivity with a given molecule.

Perhaps this gives explanation for the selective

behavior observed with Co(trien)2+ for DS versus ACN. Based on previous work,2,3,2123,50,51

the particular donor atoms in the coordination sphere of a metal complex ion can

also dramatically affect the reactivity of a given complex by altering how much electron
density is donated to the metal center. Consequently, the appropriate changes to the
ligand sets around the metal center should lead to more efficient reactions and thus lower
LODs. Because many different metal-ligand combinations can be readily produced, this
approach enables a great deal of customization, which can potentially lead to a highly
selective method.

3.5 Conclusions
Gas phase ion-molecule reactions between coordinatively unsaturated doublycharged Ni(II) complex ions and CWA simulants are a simple and sensitive way to detect
CWA simulants. Importantly, this approach leads to LODs that are at least two orders of
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magnitude lower than can be achieved by direction ionization of the simulant molecules
by EI. For the CWA simulants studied here, the metal complex ion-molecule reaction
approach is able to detect the simulants at concentrations lower than the LCt50 values for
both tabun and mustard gas. Due to the current limitation in our analyte introduction
system, detection of DEHP is above the LCt50 level by approximately 1.5-2 orders of
magnitude. The extent to which a chosen metal complex is reactive with a neutral CWA
simulant appears to depend upon the nature of the simulant’s functional groups and the
sterics around the Ni center.

The possibility therefore exists to further tune the

complexes to both improve sensitivity and perhaps selectivity toward specific CWAs of
interest by proper choice of the metal center, metal coordination environment, ligand and
donor groups. Furthermore, the increased manifold pressure due to the incorporation of a
second DAPI valve appears to have a noteworthy affect on simulant detection. Although
details of this behavior have not been thoroughly investigated, this may further improve
detection limits if performed in an environment that is free of simulant molecule
contamination.
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CHAPTER 4

DETERMINATION OF METAL-PROTEIN DISSOCIATION
CONSTANTS WITH METAL-CATALYZED OXIDATION REACTIONS AND
MASS SPECTROMETRY

4.1 Introduction
To overcome some of the shortcomings associated with traditional analysis of
metal-protein dissociation constants using ESI-titrations, while maintaining the
advantages of MS analyses, a metal-catalyzed oxidation reaction approach in conjunction
with MS has been developed and used to study various metal binding systems. As the
protein binds the metal ion with a characteristic affinity, a population of metal-protein
complex is created. Within the population of bound protein, a portion of these complexes
will be oxidized during MCO reactions. The degree of oxidation is largely controlled by
the structural composition of the system under study, its ability to bind the appropriate
divalent transition metal ion, the amount of metal bound to a protein population, and the
kinetics of the MCO reaction. This modification covalently fixes information about the
binding equilibria into the protein. If performed for an appropriate length of time, the
percentage of the protein that is oxidatively modified represents the bound protein at
equilibrium.

This is illustrated in Figure 4.1 considering a theoretical dissociation

constant of 21, an initial protein concentration of 56, with a rate of oxidation
corresponding to one out of every 7 complexes becoming oxidized.
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Figure 4.1 MCO-modified protein serves as a snap-shot of bound protein at equilibrium.

Comparing the ratio of the fraction bound under low [Cu(II)] conditions (v1) with
the fraction bound under high [Cu(II)] conditions (v2) to the ratio of the % oxidation
under low [Cu(II)] conditions (oxidation1) with the % oxidation under high [Cu(II)]
conditions (oxidation2), we observe, in this hypothetical situation, that indeed the
percentage of the protein that becomes oxidized is equal to the fraction bound at
equilibrium (v1/v2 = oxidation1/oxidation2 = 0.25). By incorporating MCO reactions into
a similar titration based experiment, the overall range in which the metal is varied will
result in a range of observed protein oxidation.
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Any possible shifts in equilibria that occur upon analyte transfer from solutionphase to gas-phase will no longer be problematic because the information about the
binding site has been encoded during the MCO reaction. In fact, the samples may even
be concentrated for MS analysis allowing systems with lower dissociation constants to be
measured. Moreover, the response factors for the unoxidized and oxidized forms of the
protein should be similar, and peaks representing both the unmodified and oxidatively
modified protein have similar appearances (peak shape) such that their respective ion
abundances can be used to calculate the percent oxidation.

4.2 Hyperquad simulation and speciation (HySS)
In principle any protein concentration can be used; however, in practice it is
simplest to determine a dissociation constant when the concentration of protein is well
below the Kd for the system studied. Since the total concentration of protein in a reaction
is equal to the sum of the concentrations of both free protein and bound protein
([Protein]o = [Protein]eq + [Protein-metal]), when [Protein]o << Kd the concentration of
bound metal is only a small fraction of the total metal added. Therefore, the [Protein] eq is
always much greater than the [Protein-metal], and as a result the metal concentration at
equilibrium approximates the total metal concentration ([metal]eq ≈ [metal]o).

This

greatly simplifies experiments as the [metal]eq does not have to be measured. Rather, the
total concentration of metal added to the each reaction can be used to plot the data and
determine a dissociation constant. However, under conditions where the total metal
concentration is similar to the Kd, the free metal concentration at equilibrium must be
measured or determined in each reaction as [metal]eq no longer approximates [metal]o.
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To accommodate for experiments performed where [metal]o ≈ Kd, initial metal ion
concentrations were first used in place of the free metal concentrations at equilibrium to
calculate a preliminary Kd. A plot can be created using Microcal™ Origin® in which
the data is fit with Equation 4.1:

B

B max M
Kd  M

(4.1)

where B and M represent the fraction oxidized and the free metal concentration,
respectively. The resulting dissociation constant is used in hyperquad simulation and
speciation (HySS)1 along with reagent concentrations, pH, and known stability constants
to calculate free metal concentrations.

These free metal concentrations are then

substituted for the previously used initial metal ion concentrations and a secondary plot is
generated, with a revised Kd. Free metal concentrations at equilibrium can again be
recalculated with HySS, and this iterative process can continue until the results converge
on a Kd value.
To illustrate this idea, consider a protein with a Kd of 20 µM while using an initial
protein concentration also of 20 µM and a [Cu(II)]o that spans from 0-75 µM. If the
fraction bound is plotted versus [Cu(II)]o, a Kd of 34.86 µM is calculated (Figure 4.2a).
As can be seen in Table 4.1, the iterative process for the recalculation of the Kd requires 5
cycles for the [Cu(II)]eq calculated by HySS to converge on the true [Cu(II)]eq. The
fraction bound versus the [Cu(II)]eq calculated by HySS now produces a Kd that is
consistent with the true (known) Kd value (Figure 4.2b).
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Figure 4.2 (a) Fraction protein bound versus initial [Cu(II)]. (b) Fraction protein bound
versus [Cu(II)]eq calculated after five HySS iterations.
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Table 4.1 HySS effect on initial [Cu(II)] (µM).
Initial
One Iter.
Two Iter.
Three Iter.
Four Iter.
Five Iter.
Free at Eq.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5
3.3
2.8
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75
6.7 10.4 14.2 18.1 22.2 26.4 30.6 35.0 39.4 43.8 48.4 52.9 57.5 62.2
6.0 9.3 12.9 16.7 20.6 24.7 28.9 33.3 37.7 42.1 46.7 51.3 55.9 60.6
5.7 9.0 12.5 16.3 20.2 24.3 28.5 32.8 37.2 41.7 46.2 50.8 55.5 60.2
5.7 8.9 12.4 16.2 20.1 24.2 28.4 32.7 37.1 41.6 46.1 50.7 55.4 60.1
5.6 8.9 12.4 16.1 20.0 24.1 28.3 32.6 37.0 41.5 46.0 50.7 55.3 60.0
5.6 8.9 12.4 16.1 20.0 24.1 28.3 32.6 37.0 41.5 46.1 50.7 55.3 60.0

4.3 Model Cu(II)-binding systems
Several model peptides and proteins were examined to test the feasibility of the
proposed MCO/MS approach. These systems include the prion peptide HGGGW and β2-microglobulin (β2m). Both were chosen for several reasons. These include their
ability to bind Cu(II) at concentrations that can be confidently controlled while
performing the MCO reactions, having published dissociation constants, the capability to
perform fluorescence measurements under identical conditions, and ultimately their
biological relevance with Cu(II) as discussed below.

4.3.1 Prion peptides
The normal cellular form of the prion protein (PrPC) is a monomeric, membraneanchored glycoprotein which is expressed in abundance on the surface of neurons.2
Although the normal function of PrPC is not known in healthy tissues, there are several
theories regarding its role in vivo. There is an unusually swift turnover of this protein
which occurs every 3-6 hours.3 This suggests that it may act as a sacrificial quencher of
free radicals generated by copper redox cycling. Due to its presence at the presynaptic
surface, PrPC may be finely tuned to bind Cu(II) ions, which are known to be released
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during neurotransmission.3

Moreover, the presence of copper may stabilize the N-

terminus of the prion protein by inducing secondary structure in a region unstructured in
the metal free state.4 This stabilization of the structure may make the protein resistant to
misfolding and subsequent aggregation.

Conversion to a protease-resistant species

(PrPSc) appears to be unable to bind to copper and maintain normal cellular function of
the protein. This misfolded form is responsible for the group of neurodegenerative
diseases known as the transmissible spongiform encephalopathies (TSEs), including mad
cow’s disease (BSE) and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) in humans.5
The N-terminal portion of the protein, residues 23-125, is largely unstructured in
solution. The C-terminal portion, residues 126-231, shows considerably more structure,
including three α-helices and two small β-strands. Numerous binding studies with Cu(II)
spanning from component peptides up to full-length protein have been investigated.
Residues 60-96 in the human sequence are thought to bind up to five Cu(II) ions.6-8 This
region of mammalian protein contains a repeating motif of 8 amino acids (PHGGGWGQ)
occurring four times (Figure 4.3), followed by GTH (residues 94-96) commonly referred
to as the fifth binding site.
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Figure 4.3 Sequence information and structural details for human PrPC. Highlighted in
blue is the highly conserved octarepeat metal binding region. Underlined residues in the
sequence are those thought to be involved in Cu(II) binding.

Early studies focusing on the octarepeat region report affinities in the micromolar
range.2,5,9 However, under sub-stoichiometric levels of Cu(II), binding affinities between
0.1 – 3 nM have been measured.2,9 More recent work examining the binding between
copper and the full-length prion protein identified four high affinity binding sites with
Kd’s between femto- and picomolar located within the octameric repeat region.3 A fifth
binding site was also identified of lower strength than those in the octameric repeat,
possessing nanomolar affinity; however, other results10 suggest that this so-called fifth
binding site might be the first one loaded at low copper stoichiometries, which is
contradictory to existing affinity measurements. There also appears to be another Cu(II)
binding location centered around His111, where a sixth Cu(II) ion can be
accommodated.3,9,11 If not a distinct binding location, it is likely that His111 is involved
in Cu(II) coordination as one of several His ligands.10 Interestingly, it appears that
different Cu-protein binding modes occur depending upon the stoichiometry of Cu(II)
and the protein, and each mode would likely have a distinct binding affinity.
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4.3.2 β-2-microglobulin (β2m)
Human 2m is a 12-kDa subunit of the class I major histocompatability complex
(MHC).12 In people with normal functioning kidneys, 2m is removed and degraded
upon turnover of the MHC complex. However, in patients with renal failure the protein
is not effectively removed and the concentration can increase (10-60 times) that of its
normal level of 1-3 µM.13 Furthermore, 2m aggregates into insoluble amyloid fibrils in
the joints and connective tissues of patients who undergo long-term dialysis treatment as
a result of kidney failure. The deposition of the amyloid fibrils leads to a condition
known as dialysis-related amyloidosis (DRA). Elevated concentrations of 2m alone are
not sufficient to trigger fibrillogenesis.14 Amyloid fibril formation is therefore a result of
some other characteristic or combination of characteristics related to dialysis therapy.

Figure 4.4 Structure and sequence of β2m. Residues responsible for forming β strands
(A-G) are underlined in green. Cu(II) ion represented by orange sphere.
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In addition to the elevated levels of 2m in dialysis patients, the level of Cu(II)
during therapy is sufficient to bind to this protein.15,16 Several groups have shown that in
vitro interactions of stoichiometric amounts of 2m and Cu(II) under near physiological
conditions result in fibril formation.15,17 This observation may suggest that Cu(II) can
induce conformational changes in 2m which could increase its propensity for amyloid
formation. A deeper, more complete understanding of copper’s association, including the
strength of this interaction, with 2m prior to amyloid formation is important for
developing a model for the unique role that Cu(II) may play.

4.4 Experimental
4.4.1 Reagents
Human β-2-microglobulin was obtained from Fitzgerald Industries International
Inc. (Concord, MA), L-ascorbic acid was purchased from Alfa Aesar (Ward Hill, MA),
cupric sulfate (CuSO4.5H2O), high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)-grade
methanol, HPLC-grade water, and acetic acid from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ), 3morpholinopropanesulfonic

acid

(MOPS)

from

Sigma

(St.

Louis,

MO),

N-

ethylmorpholine (NEM) from Fluka BioChemika (Buchs, Switzerland), and Tris
hydrochloride (Tris-HCl) from EM Science (Gibbstone, NJ). Ac-HGGGW-NH2 was
prepared Prof. Colin Burns at East Carolina University by solid-phase synthesis on an
automated

PS3

synthesizer

(Protein

fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc) methods.

Technologies,

Inc.)

using

standard

Protected amino acids and coupling

reagents were also purchased from Protein Technologies, Inc. (Tuscon, AZ). Peptides
were cleaved from a Rink Amide MBHA resin, obtained from Novabiochem (Gibbstown,
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NJ) over a 2 hour period using 95% trifluoroacetic acid/ 2.5% water/ 2.5%
triisopropylsilane solution (v/v/v). Peptides were then purified by reverse-phase HPLC
using a C18 column and characterized by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry.

4.4.2 Metal catalyzed oxidation (MCO) reactions
The MCO reactions of Ac-HGGGW-NH2 were performed at room temperature in
aqueous solutions with 10 µM peptide, 400 µM ascorbate, 0-50 µM CuSO4, and 2 mM
NEM buffered to a pH of 7.4. The MCO reactions of native β2m were performed at
room temperature in aqueous solutions with 5 µM protein, 100 µM ascorbate, 0-75 µM
CuSO4, and 10 mM MOPS buffered to a pH of 7.3. In all cases, the peptide/protein
solutions were added to buffers containing ascorbate and then diluted to the stated
concentrations with the Cu(II) solution to initiate the MCO reactions. Reaction times
ranged from 1 to 30 minutes and were quenched by the addition of 2-3% (by volume)
glacial acetic acid.

4.4.3 Fluorescence
All titrations were carried out identically to their respective MCO counterpart,
with the exception of ascorbate addition in order to prevent the MCO reaction from
occurring. Care was taken to avoid frothing/bubbles, so 150 µL of sample was prepared
and pipetted into a 100 µL sub-microquartz fluorometer cell from Starna Cells, Inc.
(Atascadero, CA). The excitation wavelength was set to 265 nm, and emission spectra
were collected from 280 to 450 nm for HGGGW, while the excitation wavelength was set
to 283 nm, and the emission spectra were collected from 290 to 450 nm for β2m.
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Excitation slit widths of 0.8 nm and emission slit widths of 8 nm with a deuterium lamp
power of 40 W were necessary to achieve sufficient signal intensity while avoiding
photobleaching (or similar effect) with β2m.

4.4.3 Instrumentation
Mass spectral analyses were performed on a Bruker (Billerica, MA) Esquire LC
quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer. Source conditions were chosen to maximize the
ion abundance of the desired ions. Fluorescence spectroscopy was carried out using a
Photon Technology International (PTI) (Birmingham, NJ) instrument.

4.5 Results and discussion
4.5.1 Prion peptides
Millhauser and co-workers have demonstrated that, at pH 7.4, each HGGGW
segment within the octarepeat domain binds one Cu(II) at saturation.5,18 MCO reactions
were previously performed on the octarepeat (PHGGGWGQ) to determine the oxidation
pattern that resulted when this region is bound with Cu(II).10 Under a 1:1 complex of Cu:
Ac-PHGGGWGQ-NH2, the main reaction product is the incorporation of a single oxygen
atom and the formation of two oxidized isomers. Oxidation of His2 and Trp610 indicated
that these residues were part of or near the binding site, and was consistent with the
model for Cu(II) binding to the octarepeat.5,19

MCO reactions were performed the

peptide HGGGW, and a typical mass spectrum is shown in Figure 4.5 where m/z 554.6
and m/z 570.6 correspond to unoxidized and oxidized HGGGW respectively. Performing
a series of 30 minute MCO reactions at varying Cu(II) concentrations results in a curve
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where the % oxidation (ratio of modified peptide divided by total peptide) increases as a
function of increasing [Cu(II)] (Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.5 MCO reaction of HGGGW indicating the unmodified ([HGGGW] +) and
modified ([HGGGW + O]+ peaks.
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Figure 4.6 Total HGGGW oxidation after 30 minute MCO reactions.

The amount of oxidation quickly increases from 0 µM (baseline) to 4 µM (fully
oxidized), and at higher Cu concentrations both singly and doubly oxidized products are
observed. Although including the doubly oxidized peptide products in the total percent
oxidation (i.e. y-axis in Figure 4.6) increases the overall level of oxidation, a second
oxidation event indicates that the metal ion is rebinding to a previously oxidized
molecule. This second oxidation event can cause undesirable results for two reasons.
First, the oxidized form may bind the metal with a different affinity than that of the
unoxidized form. As a result, a second equilibrium between the oxidized form and the
metal would exist, potentially complicating the analysis. Second, a false and augmented
level of oxidation may result from MCO reactions with low Cu(II) concentrations.
Oxidized forms that bind Cu(II) and are further oxidized may no longer accurately
represent the fraction bound at equilibrium and lead to an incorrect measurement of the
Kd.
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We observe that both the % single oxidation (black trace, Figure 4.7) and %
double oxidation (red trace, Figure 4.7) of HGGGW increase similarly, but not
identically, as a function of the initial (total) Cu(II) concentration. This observation
suggests that the unoxidized and oxidized forms of the peptide have similar, but not
identical, affinity for Cu(II). The similar binding affinity, to some degree, alleviates the
concern that a second equilibria between the oxidized form and Cu(II) could complicate
the analysis.
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Figure 4.7 Singly (black trace) and doubly (red trace) oxidized trends as a function of
increasing Cu(II) concentration.

The rapid rise in peptide oxidation (from low [Cu(II)] samples) shown in Figure
4.6, is primarily due to the length of the MCO reaction but also reflects Cu’s relatively
high affinity for this peptide. At equilibrium a system may only have a small fraction of
peptide molecules bound to the metal. Although characteristic of the particular system,
some of these bound molecules will then be oxidized.
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Increased reaction times

necessarily lead to an increased probability of oxidation events, as many more peptideCu(II) interactions take place. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 4.8, as the MCO
reaction time is varied over a range of 0-50 µM Cu(II) with HGGGW.
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Figure 4.8 Effect of the MCO reaction time on peptide oxidation and determined Kd.
Green trace (30 minute MCO), red trace (5 minute MCO), and black trace (1 minute
MCO).

As shown, longer MCO reactions times result in lower [Cu(II)] samples becoming
fully oxidized, which leads to higher [Cu(II)] samples deviating from a hyperbolic curve.
A linear increase from a fraction bound of zero to a plateau value of 1 traditionally
indicates conditions where the total ligand concentration is much greater than the Kd
value. The linear region depicts conditions where nearly all of the ligand (in this case
Cu) added is complexed, with little free at equilibrium. The plateau region depicts
conditions where nearly all the host (in this case the peptide) is complexed, and the
fraction bound is close to 1. Although the total ligand concentration may not be much
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greater than the Kd in these MCO reactions, this method does have the potential to permit
small concentrations of catalytic Cu(II) to oxidize a significant population of peptide
molecules. Copper could potentially bind a peptide, oxidize it, and then be released from
the peptide. This now free Cu(II) could then bind another free (unoxidized) peptide and
then oxidize it. This process could even repeat a third time. In effect, one Cu(II) could
oxidize two (or more) peptides and may inaccurately represent equilibrium conditions if
reaction time is not appropriately controlled leading to results that mimic conditions
where [A]total << Kd. The details of conditions that describe fully saturated binding are
quite important, as the Kd is equal to the concentration of free ligand at which the system
is half-saturated. Initial measured dissociation constants, before applying HySS, from
this data range ~1.5 orders of magnitude and are 0.8 ± 0.1 µM (30 min. MCO), 5.2 ± 0.7
µM (5 min. MCO), and 22 ± 3 µM (1 min. MCO). Data points (e.g. [Cu(II)] > 12 µM for
the 30 minute MCO reaction plot) past the initial section of the plateau region were not
included in the curve fitting. In order to accurately represent the bound form of the
peptide at equilibrium, the length of the MCO reaction must be optimized in order to
preserve the presence of unmodified (unbound) peptide under non-saturating equilibrium
conditions. Minimizing the doubly oxidized form, while observing sufficient levels of %
single oxidation, appears to be a reasonable and straightforward means to limit excessive
peptide-metal interactions that may lead to false levels of oxidation. When X > 0 from
Equation 4.2, MCO reactions have been performed for either too long a period of time, or
under conditions that promote too much oxidation.

X

Int.(2 Oxidation)
Int.(Unoxid.)  Int.(1 Oxidation)  Int.(2 Oxidation)
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(4.2)

Walter et. al. report a dissociation constant for Cu(II) binding with HGGGW to be
7.2 ± 2.8 µM using fluorescence spectroscopy.2 In order to effectively optimize the
MCO-MS approach, this published literature value as well as the Kd obtained from our
fluorescence experiments were used. HGGGW contains a tryptophan residue that has
been determined to be close to its Cu(II) binding site,2,5,10,18 and the inherent fluorescence
of this residue can be monitored. Bound Cu(II) quenches trytophan fluorescence and
therefore provides a convenient method for monitoring copper binding.20-22 This gives
rise to a saturable binding curve, given by Equation 4.3:

F0  F
[Cu(II)]free

F0
K d  [Cu(II)]free

(4.3)

where F0 and F are the unquenched ([Cu(II)] = 0.0) and quenched fluorescence
intensities, respectively. From the data in Figure 4.9, the Kd is found to be 6.5 ± 0.5 µM.
The uncertainty is a function of the error associated with the least squares fit.
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Figure 4.9 HGGGW fluorescence titration curve and binding fit after 5 iterations.

One minute MCO reactions of HGGGW appear to provide ample levels of
oxidation, while minimizing the % double oxidation (~7.5 % at 50 µM Cu(II)). After
four iterations of fitting with the HySS program, the Kd converges on a value of 15 ± 2
µM (Figure 4.10). Samples containing low Cu(II) concentrations that produced similar
oxidation yields as control experiments were removed (similar to a background
subtraction) and the remaining samples were adjusted accordingly in order to perform
nonlinear curve fitting. Following curve fitting, the [Cu(II)] that had been subtracted
from these samples was accounted for in the reported Kd values.
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Figure 4.10 HGGGW MCO-MS titration curve and binding fit after four iterations.

The result of the MCO-MS approach (15 ± 2 µM) is comparable to both the
literature value (7.2 ± 2.8 µM) and our fluorescence measurement (6.5 ± 0.5 µM),
suggesting that a one minute reaction period is an appropriate length of time to capture
equilibrium conditions with our MCO approach.

4.5.2 β2m
The interaction of Cu(II) with the β2m monomer is vital in the establishment of
further stable oligomeric forms leading to the eventual amyloid state. MCO reactions
have previously been successful in covalently modifying metal binding residues in β2m.
Indeed, the MCO-MS was the initial method used to determine the Cu(II) binding site in
this protein.23 The results indicate that the N-terminus of the protein, the amide between
Ile1 and Gln2, His31, and Asp59 are responsible for Cu(II) coordination.23,24 If the
MCO-MS method can also provide the binding affinity for this and other proteins, then
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the MCO-MS approach is unique in having the inherent ability to both determine residues
bound to a metal, as well as the affinity of the metal for the protein. Apparent from
control samples is the fact that there is a high level of initial oxidation (~25-30%) to the
protein without the addition of copper. This is consistent with previous MCO data with
β2m and results from oxidation to Met99 that occurs during protein storage.23 A series of
one minute MCO reactions were performed with β2m, while varying [Cu(II)] (Figure
4.11). This reaction time avoids conditions where Y > 30 (Equation 4.4).

Y

Int.(2 Oxidation)  Int.(3 Oxidation)
Int.(Unoxid.)  Int.(1 Oxidation)  Int.(2 Oxidation)  Int.(3 Oxidation)

(4.4)

The increased level of baseline oxidation was first subtracted from any additional
oxidation (due to the MCO reactions), before plotting the data. Additionally, samples
containing low Cu(II) concentrations that produced similar oxidation yields as control
experiments were removed and the remaining samples were adjusted accordingly in order
to perform nonlinear curve fitting. Following curve fitting, the [Cu(II)] that had been
subtracted from these samples was accounted for in the reported Kd values. The MCOMS dissociation constant converged on 0.9 ± 0.2 µM through our iterative approach.
These results are consistent with fluorescence measurements (Kd: 0.6 ± 0.08 µM) carried
out under similar conditions (Figure 4.12).
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Figure 4.11 β2m MCO-MS titration curve and binding fit after five iterations.
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Figure 4.12 β2m fluorescence titration curve and binding fit after three iterations.
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Miranker and co-workers have reported a binding constant for β2m with Cu(II) of
2.7 ± 0.6 µM.15 However, several aspects of their experimental conditions may help
explain the divergence observed between the reported value and our measured affinities.
First, it is unclear how they model the data to obtain a Kd value. Second, it appears as
though they use the total Cu(II) concentration in determining the Kd value, rather than the
Cu(II) concentration at equilibrium. Third, they do not account for a reduction in the
available free Cu(II) by the presence of MOPS, which has a reported log K of 4.00 ± 0.04
with Cu(II).25 In our Kd calculations, the presence of MOPS and its interaction with
copper is utilized in our computations for free Cu(II).

4.6 Conclusions
We have developed and optimized a method based upon MCO-MS that enables us
to determine metal-protein binding affinities while simultaneously providing binding site
information. Dissociation constant measurements were in good agreement with both
published values, as well as complementary in-house fluorescence measurements. The
approach should allow systems with strong binding affinities, and systems that bind
multiple metal ions to be studied. Application of this method is of particular biological
significance with β2m. Binding affinities of various divalent transition metal ions with
β2m could be determined, in addition to studying the likely metal-induced aggregation
caused by these metals. Cu(II) binding as opposed to Zn(II) and Ni(II)16 causes amyloid
fibrils to be formed, so assessing the affinity of various metals binding with this protein
may provide insight into the specific role of Cu(II).
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Perhaps even shorter MCO reaction times would improve the measured Kd values
further based upon the observed in Figure 4.7). Although the length of time would likely
be somewhat system dependent, this may provide insight into why our measured Kd value
for HGGGW with this MCO-MS approach (15 ± 2 µM) is slightly higher than both the
fluorescence measurement (6.5 ± 0.5 µM) and that reported in the literature (7.2 ± 2.8
µM). Decreasing the length of the MCO reactions to below one minute is experimentally
feasible, and the analysis of further Cu-binding systems may allow a general time period
that is universally suitable to be determined.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

5.1 Introduction
The work presented in this dissertation has focused on three main goals. First, an
approach based upon ion intensity encoding for performing multiplexed MS/MS on a
mRIT-MS has been explored and successfully applied to a mixture of 5 different small
molecules. The inherent mass bias associated with external ion injection into the mRIT
occurs due to the presence of a strong axial RF component resulting from only one phase
of RF being applied to the trapping electrodes. Ion intensity as a function of LMCO
during injection is predictable for any given m/z and thus enables ion intensity ratios at
two different LMCOs to be used as an encoding scheme, as ion intensity changes can be
known for all precursor ions and will apply to all product ions generated from a given
precursor ion. The mRIT has onboard waveform generators that enable the process of
producing waveforms for the simultaneous isolation and subsequent dissociation of
multiple ions to be performed rapidly. This avoids many of the potential limitations
associated with the need for additional electronic equipment or portable separation
techniques to couple with a miniature MS system. While increasing the overall analysis
speed of complex mixtures, the multiplexed method may also be quite useful when used
in conjunction with online LC analyses for components that co-elute.
The second goal of this research was to utilize another unique feature of the
mRIT-MS system to selectively and sensitively detect CWA simulants.
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The

polarizability and strong dipole of functional groups found in many CWAs can be
specifically targeted by coordinatively unsaturated metal complex ions in the gas-phase.
Open coordination sites on reactive transition metal complexes generated by ESI were
titrated by the addition of simulant molecules introduced into the vacuum system through
a PDMS membrane. Complex ion reactivity can be greatly controlled by the choice of
the metal center, and further tuned towards particular simulant molecules by altering of
the metal’s coordination sphere. Simulant detection limits in the low ppb range have
been accomplished which are (a) below established LCt50 values and (b) at least 2 orders
of magnitude below LODs achieved by EI. Additional simulant introduction strategies
were also investigated. Incorporation of a second DAPI valve upon removal of the
PDMS membrane may improve and expand detection capabilities of the system, although
contamination limited the full investigation of this approach.

Further prospective

enhancements and applications of this method are described in sections 5.2 and 5.3. The
selective nature of ion-molecule reactions between metal complex ions and CWA
simulant molecules applied to a portable instrumental platform make this method highly
advantageous to be applied for CWA detection in the field.
The third goal of this research was to establish a technique based upon MCO
reactions to covalently capture equilibrium information for metal binding systems. MCO
reactions were used for the site selective oxidation of binding site residues in both metal
bound peptides and metalloproteins. Dissociation constants could be determined by
monitoring the amount of oxidation as Cu(II) was titrated over a range of concentrations.
Because our method relies on the oxidized population representing the bound form,
conditions that limited the total amount of multiple oxidation events were necessary.
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Therefore, information that indicates a departure from equilibrium conditions is actually
built into this approach, unlike many other MS-based methods to measure binding
affinity. Dissociation constants obtained through our MCO-MS approach were found to
be comparable to fluorescence and literature values for both HGGGW and β2m. In
addition to providing insight into the metal affinity of metalloproteins, this method can
simultaneously generate information about which residues are bound to the metal. The
powerful combination of metal affinity and binding site information has great potential
for application to unknown systems, especially those with multiple binding sites. The
possibilities of this future work are outlined in sections 5.4 and 5.5.

5.2 Potentialities for the enhanced detection of CWA simulants
5.2.1 Generation of reactive three-coordinate transition metal ion pair complexes
By using metal complex ions to react with neutral simulant molecules, we
demonstrated the ability to achieve detection limits that are two orders of magnitude
below electron ionization and are well below lethal concentrations for selected CWAs.
This work was largely carried out with four-coordinate bi- and tetra-dentate ligands.
However, complexes of first-row transition metals in the +2 oxidation state (manganese
through zinc) that are four-coordinate were previously reported to be reactive with
polarizable molecules having strong dipole moments (e.g. pyridine, ethylamine) , while
three-coordinate complexes were reactive with many more reagents including water and
methanol.1 Realization of the high reactivity of three-coordinate complexes as compared
with four-coordinate complexes may potentially lead to achieving lower detection limits
for CWAs with these species. Generation of three-coordinate species can be produced
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using tandem mass spectrometric techniques. Transition metal ion pair complexes of the
form MLnX, where M is the transition metal in the +2 oxidation state, L is a ligand, and
X is a counterion, that undergo CID were able to produce corresponding ions found to be
coordinated in only three positions.2

For example, a three-coordinate complex

(Co(phen)Cl+) corresponding to the loss of a phenanthroline ligand from Co(phen)2Cl+
can be seen by performing CID. The electrostatic interaction in the gas-phase between
the metal ion and the counterion is stronger than the interaction between the metal ion
and the second ligand. Although ion pairs are low abundance, yet common species
observed in the ESI mass spectra of transition metal coordination complexes,
miniaturized MS systems suffer from limited mass ranges. Many ion pair complexes
have larger m/z values that surpass the detection abilities of these miniaturized MS
systems.
To circumvent this limitation in miniature MS instruments, axial CID can be used
to generate three-coordinate transition metal ion pair complexes upon ion injection into
the miniature RIT. Axial CID is usually achieved by accelerating the primary ions in the
axial direction of a collision cell, which is often a quadrupole operated at elevated
pressure.3-5 However, similar results can be accomplished by applying a potential to the
DAPI capillary of a miniature ion trap mass spectrometer without performing parent ion
isolation before dissociation. To perform axial CID, an adjustable potential, rather than
ground as in previous studies, is applied to capillaries 1 (C1) and 2 (C2) in Figure 5.1.
By simply applying a voltage to the DAPI capillary, the ions entering into the vacuum
chamber experience an accelerating electrical field in addition to an elevated pressure due
to the influx of background gas as the DAPI valve opens. When the kinetic energy of the
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precursor ion is sufficiently high and collisions with the background buffer gas are
frequent enough, fragmentation of the precursor ion results as the internal energy
increases rapidly above the dissociation threshold.

Figure 5.1 Configuration of the RIT, including the DAPI valve separating capillaries 1
(C1) and 2 (C2) where the voltage was applied to accomplish axial CID.

Voltages ranging from 0 to +220 V have been applied to the DAPI capillary to
perform axial CID.6 Little fragmentation was observed until the capillary voltage was
increased to +70 V in those studies, and around +200 VDC appeared to optimum for
performing axial CID in our experiments. In Figure 5.2, ions were generated using ESI
from a solution containing NiCl2 and 1,10-phenanthroline.

The ions at m/z 273,

corresponding to Ni(phen)Cl+, were isolated by a waveform of the appropriate frequency
and reacted for 2000 ms with a gaseous sample of 2-mercaptoethanol (also used as a
simulant for mustard gas). The DC voltages on both z-endcap electrodes (z1 and z2)
were maintained at +20 VDC during the entire scan cycle, while the DAPI capillary
voltage was held at +200 VDC.
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Figure 5.2 Reactivity of the three-coordinate transition metal ion pair complex
([Ni(phen)Cl]+) with 2-mercaptoethanol.
Although the precursor ion (Ni(phen)2Cl+ at m/z 453) is likely generated in the
ESI process, it is above the operational mass range of the miniature RIT. However
through axial CID, Ni(phen)Cl+ is produced and can be isolated and reacted with 2mercaptoethanol.

Because transition metal ion pair complexes can be created by a

variety of divalent metals (Mn(II), Fe(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II), Zn(II)) coordinating
ligands (1,10-phenanthroline, 2,2’-bipyridine, ethylenediamine, diethylenetriamine,
1,4,8,11-tetraazacyclotetradecane), and counterions (Cl-, NO3-, acetylacetonate, ClO4-,
acetate, SCN-), it is likely that some combination will be particularly well suited to detect
CWA simulant molecules at even lower concentrations.

Moreover, addition of the

counterion may allow further electronic tuning of the metal, potentially leading to more
selective complex-simulant interactions.
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5.2.2 Selective enrichment and increased pervaporation of CWA simulants
The high resistance to fouling, mechanical strength, and chemical inertness are
reasons silicone polymer based membranes are commonly used in membrane
introduction mass spectrometry.

Generally PDMS membranes are effective for

monitoring a range of volatile organic compounds.

To achieve greater specificity,

affinity MIMS, which has similarities with affinity chromatography, employs a
chemically modified membrane to selectively adsorb analytes bearing a particular
functional group.7 In this way, the particular analyte can be selectively concentrated
before mass analysis. Chemical release of the bound analyte from the membrane allows
it to then pass through the membrane and into the vacuum system. Specific simulant
molecules could potentially be targeted, and if released fairly rapidly from the membrane,
detection limits could presumably be lowered. Greater MIMS selectivity may also be
necessary in the detection of the CWAs in industrial, urban, and battlefield settings.
Additional organic materials (i.e. diesel fuel exhaust) present in the environment may
interfere with the detection of trace levels of CWAs. Thus, enhanced specificity beyond
metal-ligand complex tunability may be required to eliminate masking signals and
establish the robustness of this method for detection in the field.
The polar nature and low vapor pressure of semi-volatile organic compounds
(SVOCs) may limit the sensitivity of the membrane introduction method. As described
in Chapter 3, the passage of DEHP through the PDMS membrane is extremely slow. To
reduce passage time, thin membranes have been used without compromising membrane
strength by reinforcing the silicone film with a microporous support.8 The thickness of
the material is an important parameter that is related to analyte transport time through the
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membrane. Thinner membranes have proven to be especially valuable for SVOCs like
dimethyl methylphosphonate and malathion.9

Dimethyl methylphosphonate is

chemically similar to DEHP, although the vapor pressure is even lower than that of
DEHP. Therefore, thin membranes may result in more rapid permeation rates of certain
problematic simulants.

5.3 Determination of metal complex ionization energies
Reactive divalent metal ion complexes have proven to be effective at sensitively
detecting CWA simulant molecules.

However, initial studies using triethylamine

((C2H5)3N) as a simulant to represent the alkylamine functionality of VX did not result in
the usual ion-molecule reaction product (i.e. simulant molecule adduction). Rather, an
electron transfer reaction is observed between triethylamine and complexes of Ni(II),
which may provide additional information regarding the electronic properties of these
metal complexes. Approximately 100 ppm triethylamine was sampled, and once diffused
through the membrane, the resulting mass spectra were collected as shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 (left) Mass spectrum after the reaction of Ni(trien)2+ with triethylamine.
(right) Mass spectrum of Ni(bpy)22+ with triethylamine.
Three interesting observations can be made. First, both mass spectra show the
presence of the radical cationic triethylamine (m/z 101), indicating electron transfer
between the metal complex ion and triethylamine. Second, reduced Ni(trien)+ complex is
also present and serves as further evidence that an electron transfer process is occurring
in the gas phase between these species. The limited mass range (< m/z 350) used in these
experiments prevents confirmation of the corresponding product (Ni(bpy)2+ at m/z 370)
for the reaction between Ni(bpy)22+ and triethylamine in the mass spectrum on the right in
Figure 5.3.

Third, fully coordinated Ni-trien (i.e. *Ni(trien)2)2+) and Ni-bpy (i.e.

Ni(bpy)32+) complexes do not appear to react with triethylamine. (Note that although the
assignment of Ni(trien)22+ was not confirmed by MS/MS, two trien ligands could
coordinate with Ni(II) (Figure 5.3 left), likely with only a portion of the amine nitrogens
for each ligand being involved in coordination with the metal center). The lack of
reactivity of these fully coordinated forms suggests that (a) the electron transfer reaction
initially involves some type of coordination, and/or (b) the extra ligand for the respective
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complexes modulates the electronic properties of the complexes to an extent that prevents
electron transfer.
The observed reactivity of the Ni complexes with triethylamine in comparison to
their reactivity with other CWA simulants suggests that the ionization energies (IE) of
various metal-ligand complexes could potentially be determined by ion-molecule
reactions with suitable analyte molecules having known IEs.

By performing these

reactions with analyte molecules possessing a range of ionization energies, the IE value
for a particular metal-ligand complex could be determined. The results in Figure 5.3
suggest that both Ni(trien)+ and Ni(bpy)2+ have IEs that are greater than triethylamine,
which has an IE of 7.53 eV.10 In Chapter 3 we observed that only adduct formation is
observed, not molecular radical cation formation, for reactions of these Ni complexes
with DS (8.87 eV),10 ACN (12.89 eV),10 or DEHP (10.31 eV).10 Therefore, this implies
that the ionization energy of these Ni complexes are likely between the IE values of
triethylamine and DS, falling in the range of 7.53-8.87 eV. To confirm these results,
back electron transfer between these Ni complexes and DS+ would need to be observed.
However, since this reaction is unlikely as both reactants are cations, the choice of other
analyte molecules that undergo electron transfer rather than adduct formation would
enable bracketing of the IE. The resolution between analyte IEs would dictate the level
of accuracy in the measured IE of the metal complex.
The ionization energy of transition metal complexes are greatly influenced by
their ligation, which depends not only on the types of ligands but also the number of them
that are chelated. Second ionization energies (in eV) of first-row transition metals are
shown in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Second ionization energies of first-row transition metals.
Sc
12.80

Ti
13.58

V
14.65

Cr
16.50

Mn
15.64

Fe
16.18

Co
17.06

Ni
18.17

Cu
20.29

Zn
17.96

Although comparison of the second ionization energies of unbound bare metal
with simulant molecules does not provide direct IE information, altering the metal center
with the identity of the ligand fixed is expected to result in a similar trend as that of the
bare metals found in Table 5.1. Our method shows promise for determining IEs of
complexes with various metal centers. Furthermore, this method could widely be applied
to the many metal-ligand complexes introduced in Chapter 3. The incorporation of
additional analytes that exhibit a strong dipole and exhibit interaction with the metal
complex ions would allow the determined IE range for the complex to be significantly
narrowed.

5.4 MCO-MS binding affinity measurements of unknown systems
One long-term goal besides gaining insight into the affinities of various metal ions
for β2m, which is the main protein most studied in our group, is to potentially extend this
method to other unknown or possibly unstudied systems. Normal cellular prion protein is
a cell surface glycoprotein that binds Cu(II), and metal imbalance appears to be a main
feature linked with prion diseases.11 Characterization of metal binding including the
strength at which this occurs at various metal loadings, may provide clues into the
functioning of this protein and its important relationship with Cu(II). This protein is
unique for the MCO-MS method for several reasons. Depending upon the Cu(II):protein
ratio, the protein will bind the metal ion differently. Several groups have found evidence
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that Cu(II) coordination occurs by multiple histidine (His) imidazoles at low PrP:Cu(II)
ratios.12-14 Data from our group15 supports this conclusion, while suggesting that the
individual octarepeat binding sites only begin to fill at ratios of 1:3 PrP:Cu(II) when
working with micromolar concentrations of PrP (23-28, 57-98). This higher occupancy
binding mode occurs through the PHGGGWGQ segment of each octarepeat coordinating
Cu(II) through a single His imidazole, two deprotonated glycine (Gly) amides, and a
glycine carbonyl oxygen. The prion protein also binds multiple Cu(II) ions. The protein
fragment containing residues 23-28 & 57-98 contains five established Cu(II) binding
sites. Using the MCO/MS approach, it was found that as the Cu(II) concentration is
increased, the degree of oxidation in PrP (23-28, 57-98) also increases.15 This result is
expected, as the increased amount of oxidation is reflective of more peptide binding sites
being filled and indicates that this MCO-MS approach may be suitable for determining
the dissociation constants for multiple Cu(II) binding motifs. The result may take on the
appearance of a polyprotic acid semilogarithmic titration curve (Figure 5.4) with binding
at low [Cu(II)] coming via multiple His imidazoles (Figure 5.5a), creating the initial rise
and plateau of the curve.
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Figure 5.4 Theoretical MCO/MS titration curve as a function of Cu(II) concentration.
Kd1, which is thought to have a value of 0.1 nM is indicated by first red box, while Kd2,
which has a 7.2 µM value, is indicated by second red box.
Upon addition of higher Cu(II) concentrations, an “intermediate” binding mode is
established, which is thought to consist of an imidazole nitrogen and a deprotonated
amide nitrogen of a histidine residue along with a second imidazole nitrogen (Figure
5.5b). As higher Cu(II) concentrations, the amount of the oxidized protein would also
likely increase. Given that the Kd2 value of this intermediate binding mode is unique and
distinct from the Kd1 of the low occupancy mode, the result may be a second rise and
potential plateau on the plotted curve. A similar outcome may be expected with the
higher concentrations of Cu(II). The octarepeat binding sites (Figure 5.5c) begin to be
filled at stoichiometries of 1:3 and higher when PrP (23-28, 57-98) and Cu(II) are present
in micromolar concentrations.15
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Figure 5.5 General Cu(II) binding scheme of the prion protein under different metal
loadings. (A) Multiple His imidazole coordination under low copper occupancy. (B)
Intermediate copper occupancy producing possible 2 His coordination. (C) Individual
octarepeat binding sites beginning to fill at high copper occupancy.

The MCO/MS method should allow successive binding affinities to be determined
if performed at peptide concentrations less than the Kd of the low Cu(II) binding mode
(~0.1 ± 0.08 nm),16 as each of these unique coordination modes become populated at
increased Cu(II) concentrations.

The actual oxidized residues at each Cu(II)

concentration can be determined, which would provide some direct evidence for the
model in Figure 5.5. This highlights a unique feature of the MCO/MS approach as Kd
values and binding site information are both accessible from these experiments.
Studies isolating each binding mode have been conducted in selected fragments of
the octarepeat region, with the results indicating that the protein may bind Cu(II) with
similar affinity under intermediate and high loadings.

An evaluation of the entire

octarepeat region to assess these binding modes yields a Kd value of 5.4 ± 2.0 µM,16
suggesting that the measured dissociation constant represents neither of the two specific
modes; instead it represents a composite value. This may provide forethought into our
MCO-MS approach in regards to the possibility of a distinct rise or jump on the plotted
titration-type curve between these two binding modes not occurring or being too small to
visually detect. It may be difficult to determine that there are two different classes of
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binding present. To recognize and determine these vital transition points, computation of
first and second derivatives could be used. Computation of the first derivative will cause
these transition points to become peaks. This could be accomplished by averaging each
consecutive pair of Cu(II) volumes and calculating the quantity ΔV/ΔM. ΔV is the
change in oxidation between consecutive samples, and ΔM is the change in Cu(II)
concentration between consecutive additions. A new plot of ΔV/ΔM as a function of
[Cu(II)]eq (average of each pair) will create the first derivative curve (Figure 5.6b). A
second derivative curve (Figure 5.6c) can be created in an analogous manner, with the
vital transition point represented at the x-intercept(s).

Figure 5.6 (a) Original plot of titration data (example of distinct transition). (b) First
derivative plot with maximum indicating transition point. (c) Second derivative plot with
x-intercept indicating transition point.

5.5 Improving MCO-MS analysis to facilitate metal affinity and binding site
determination
The MCO-MS method has proven to be an important tool for yielding metalbinding site information15,17-23 and appears to have some promise for determining metalprotein dissociation constants. Improvement in the MCO-MS method could seemingly
simplify and quicken the analysis, leading to enhanced detection/identification of
peptides from proteolytic digests that have been oxidatively modified and providing a
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more comprehensive assessment of residues that are involved in metal binding. In some
instances analyses of the resulting peptide fragments may provide inconclusive or
incomplete results. Three major concerns can complicate the analysis. First, modified
peptides may be difficult to detect if present in lesser amounts or if they elute from a
column at very different retention times compared with their unmodified counterparts.
Second, unsuspected and important reaction products such as mass losses or additions
other than simple +16 Da addition from the MCO reaction can easily be missed. For
example, MCO analysis of β2m has shown that Ile1, which is partly responsible for
Cu(II) coordination through its primary amine, undergoes a oxidative deamination
reaction that results in a 1-Da decrease in mass.17 Third, due to the large number of
peptides that may form, there may be peptide fragments that are isobaric with oxidized
peptide fragments.

Furthermore, randomly occurring incomplete digestions/missed

cleavages, enzymes having low specificities, and possible oxidatively induced
modifications on the protein which may hinder the enzyme’s ability to react could make
pinpointing the oxidation sites quite difficult. Modifications to certain residues can also
cause the adjacent peptide bond to be more sensitive to hydrolysis, leading to nonspecific cleavages which are not indicative for the choice of enzyme and therefore not
readily identified.
To facilitate the identification of modified peptides, an isotopic mass tag created
using two available isotopes of oxygen (16O and 18O) could be incorporated via the MCO
reaction. Prior MCO reactions involved oxygen incorporation through atmospheric O2,
which is primarily

16

O2. In order to create a controlled atmosphere during the MCO

reaction to allow for the usage of

18

O2, an apparatus (Figure 5.7) was fabricated that
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contains a reaction vessel, the appropriate input for reagent gases, and a mechanism for
initializing/stopping the reaction.

Figure 5.7 Custom fabricated oxygen-labeling apparatus (A) reaction vessel (B) water
reservoir for “wetting” add gases (C) gas shut-off valves (D) check valves (E) Ar/O2
entrance (F) gas exit.

A microcentrifuge tube containing peptide, buffer, and ascorbate is first placed
inside the reaction vessel (A). Once properly sealed, an inert gas (argon) is flowed
through the gas entrance (E), and is used to flush the system of background air that
entered into the system during sample loading. After purging with argon, a valve is
opened allowing a lecture bottle containing a premanufactured mixture of 50:50 16O2 and
18

O2 to saturate the system. All gases flow through a chamber containing H2O (B) to

ensure the gas is “wetted” and evaporation of the sample does not occur. Once a suitable
atmosphere of

16

O2/18O2 is generated, the Cu(II) can be injected with a syringe through

the rubber septum in the lid of the reaction vessel to initialize the MCO reaction.
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Performing an MCO reaction in an environment comprised of a 50:50 mixture of
16

O2 and 18O2 produces a unique doublet in the mass spectrum of any peptide oxidized by

the MCO reaction. Figure 5.8 shows an example with the peptide angiotensin I (Figure
5.8). This mass tag, representing the inclusion of one

16

O or one 18O atom, is observed

by the presence of two equally abundant peaks separated by one m/z unit in the +2 charge
state (m/z 657.5 and 658.5) denoted by the blue asterisks. An added advantage to this
approach is the capability of assisting the interpretation of product ion spectra.
Performing collision-induced dissociation (CID) on a limited m/z range containing the
oxidized doublet peaks simultaneously dissociates both the

16

O and

18

O adducts (Figure

5.9).
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Figure 5.8 Mass spectrum after an MCO reaction of angiotensin I in the presence of only
16
O2 (black trace), and equal amounts of 16O2 and 18O2 (red trace). Due to sub-optimal
experimental conditions, the overall oxidation level is lower than expected.
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Figure 5.9 Product ion spectrum obtained after subjecting the doublet of ions to CID.
Ions bearing blue labels represent species showing oxidation by both isotopes. The insets
display expanded regions of the spectrum to clearly illustrate the doublet of peaks that
appear in the product ion peaks.

The product ion spectrum contains readily identifiable ions that have retained the
distinctive doublet oxygen mass tag. Foremost product ions possessing the

16

O/18O

doublet are found in Table 5.2, which also lists the proposed identity of these product
ions. The product ion spectrum also contains other information that is obtained by the
occurrence of non-oxidized fragments. The presence of the ion at m/z 784.5 (b6) together
with the presence of ions at m/z values of 800.4 (b6 + 16O) and 802.4 (b6 + 18O) indicates
that the parent ion consists of more than one isomer. This is an important observation in
order to correctly assign site(s) of oxidative modification. These tagged product ions are
obvious targets for MSn experiments.

Calculating the mass difference between the

deconvoluted parent ion peak and the tagged product ion peak identify likely residues
that do not contain modification. Similarly, the non-tagged product ions can be used to
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calculate the mass difference between the parent ion and the tagged product ion. This
mass difference indicates likely residue(s) that may contain modification. The potential
for more easily identifying oxidized fragments coupled with the identification of likely
residues that contain modification are key attributes to this technique. Moreover, the
presence of a concentrated oxygen environment during the MCO reactions will lead to
increased oxidation levels. This will greatly improve results with metal-binding systems
that have poor oxidation efficiencies, especially with the short reaction times needed
when applying the MCO-MS method for affinity measurements.

Table 5.2 Observed product ions with characteristic doublet preserved from parent ion.
m/z 16O modification

m/z 18O modification

Proposed product ion

398.1
511.3
519.8
529.3
577.3
591.3
599.4
685.4
800.4
929.5
942.4
1016.5
1044.5

400.2
513.3
520.8
531.2
578.3
592.3
600.4
687.4
802.4
931.4
944.5
1018.5
1046.5

(b9y4 + O)/(b8y5 + O)
b8y6 + O
(a9y9 + O)2+
y4 + O
(a9 + O)2+
(b9 + O)2+
(y9 + O)2+
b6y9 + O
b6 + O
b8y9 + O
y7 + O
a8 + O
b8 + O
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